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Executive Summary
This Deliverable is basing on the general aims of CAPACITY4RAIL (C4R): to pave the way for the future
railway system, delivering coherent, demonstrated, innovative and sustainable solutions.
The deliverable objective is the conceptual design of transhipment technologies and Interchanges of
the future 2030 and 2050 (rail yards, intermodal terminals, shunting facilities, rail-sea ports, etc.),
according to their role in co-modal transhipment to influence freight demand distribution, both by
operation improvements and logistic advantages.

Indeed, European rail freight has not progressed in parallel with the European economy: during the
last century, the single wagon was the core business of railways; today, in contrast to the decline of
conventional rail freight, combined transport has shown signs of growth.
Currently, rail freight transport consists of two main typologies: conventional rail freight services
(wagonload) and combined transport services, which include the notion of transhipment and the flow
of goods from an origin to an intermediate destination, and from there to another destination.
Terminals are a key element of transport services and, in this study, the main goal has been to suggest
suitable methods to evaluate the performance of different types of rail freight terminals, which are
applicable to various families of terminals:
•
•
•

Rail to road for long distance and shorter range units transfer;
Rail to rail for shunting and/or gauge interchange;
Rail to waterways (sea and inland).

To evaluate the performance of the typologies of terminals listed above and the influence of innovative
operational measures and new technologies on their operation, we have chosen to use both analytical
methods based on sequential application of algorithms (e.g. from queuing theory) and discrete event
simulation models.
These methods and models have been tested on different terminals for the three typical case studies
(Road-Rail, Sea-Rail, and Rail-Rail), evaluating both the global performance of the terminal and the
performance of its components.
The first case study selected for the pilot application of methods and models and the evaluation of
future scenarios is the terminal located in Munich Riem, operated by the DB owned company DUSS.
The set of road-rail terminals considered as case studies includes three intermodal terminals located
in Antwerp: Combinant, Hupac and Zomerweg.
The Port of Valencia’s Principe Felipe Railway Terminal has been the selected as a case study for searail terminals.
Finally, Hallsberg case study deals with the largest marshalling yard in Sweden, both in the number of
wagons handled and surface extension.
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To evaluate the impact of the technological and management innovations introduced, the selected
methods and models calculated corresponding Key Performances Indicators (KPI) for each of the
scenarios.
The calculation of KPIs uses both analytical methods and the simulation models, compared with real
world data, the case studies, allowing an estimation of the achievable level of accuracy.
Moreover, two logistic chains have been analysed, to identify the main measurable elements
potentially affecting the operational and management phases, as well as the typical distribution of
costs, distance and time and the distribution between rail, road and transhipment for case studies 1
and 2.
It emerged that novel technologies such as Information and Communication Technology (ICT) systems
and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) are useful for freight management in an intermodal transport
chain.
Based on the innovative operational measures and technologies considered in WP2.1 and WP2.2, the
scenarios for the case studies to be analyzed include a combination of elements. The analysis use the
selected methods and models, taking into account their progressive temporal implementation.
The application of the selected analytical methods and simulation models has provided results
illustrated in histograms for the most reliable results of a selection of KPI.
The implementation of new technologies and operational measures lead to a general increase of the
key performance indicators and, consequently, an increase of terminal performance.
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Abbreviations and acronyms
Abbreviation / Acronym

Description

AB

Aktiebolag

CH4

Methane

CO2

Carbon dioxide

C4R

Capacity4Rail

DB

Deutsche Bahn

DP

Dubai Ports

DPS

Distribution Planning System

DUSS

Deutsche Umschlaggesellschaft Schiene-Straße

EC

European Commission

ECE

Economic Commission for Europe

EDI

Electronic Data Interchange

ERP

Enterprise Resource Planning

EU

European Union

FMS

Fleet Management System

FSL

Fuente San Luis

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

HFC

Hydro Fluorocarbon

HTA

Hupac Terminal Antwerp

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

ILU

Intermodal Loading Unit

ITCM

Intermodal Terminal Cost Model

ITU

Intermodal Terminal Unit
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ITS

Intelligent Transport System

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

KTH

Kungliga Tekniska Hogskolan

LU

Loading Unit

MMM

Multimodal Marshalling

NO2

Nitrous oxide

RNE

Rail Net Europe

RTG

Rubber Tyred Gantry

RU

Railway Undertaking

SB

Swap-body

SCM

Supply Chain Management

ST

Semitrailer

SWL

Single Wagon Load

TEU

Twenty Equivalent Unit

TL

Trainload

TMS

Transport Management System

TRV

Trafikverket

TTR

Transit Time

T&T

Tracking and Tracing

UIC

Union International des Chemins de fer

UN

United Nations

VPF

ValenciaPort Foundation

WP

Work-package
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1. Background
This deliverable is basing on the general aims of CAPACITY4RAIL (C4R): to pave the way for a future
railway system, delivering coherent, demonstrated, innovative and sustainable solutions.
Sub-Project 2 Freight will develop the rail freight systems of the future, its objectives are:
• Design of a modern fully integrated rail freight system to meet the requirements for
2030/2050;
•

GAP analysis for vehicles, intermodal systems and operation principles;

•

Specification of rail freight system development to be implemented;

•

Identification of today’s and future demand for rail freight, by existing forecasts;

•

Description of freight flows, up to 2030/2050;

•

Adoption to existing and expected future customer requirements for different goods
segments.

Sub-Project 2 includes a first Work-package (WP2.1), which outlined the progress beyond the state of
the art by investigating the innovations emerging from research-based experimental results
concerning both technologies and operational measures. Market trends analyses were undertaken to
focus on the future requirements of the freight transport market at the 2030 and 2050 time horizons.
The EU reference standards, referred to these time horizons, depicted an incremental change by 2030
and a system change by 2050, which represent the starting milestones to develop a stepwise
improvement of rail system based towards the satisfaction of future freight transport market needs.
System improvements encompasses system as a whole, including both the infrastructural and
operational components, which WP2.3 is dealing with, as well as the vehicles, specifically approached
by WP2.2.
Namely, WP2.3 focus is on “Co-modal transhipment and interchange/logistics” and is organised into
the following Tasks:
•

2.3.1 Conceptual terminals design methodology for different markets;

•

2.3.2 Identification of functional requirements of future terminals;

•

2.3.3 Application of design methodology for terminals innovative technologies;

•

2.3.4 Application of design methodology for terminals innovative operational measures;

•

2.3.5 Operational costs of newly designed terminals: business cases and cost-benefit analyses;

• 2.3.6 Validation of terminals’ conceptual design and WP synthesis.
The present Deliverable summarises the main activities and achievements developed in the period
from Month 7 (April 2014) to Month 24 (September 2015) in the Tasks 2.3.1-2.3.4.
Task 2.3.1 utilised the results of WP2.1, it started in Month 7 (April 2014), led by KTH, and depicted
the conceptual design criteria and assessment methods for terminals dedicated to various freight
market sectors.
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Task 2.3.2 was directly fed by the results of Task 2.3.1, it started in Month 13 (October 2014), led by
DICEA, and identified the functional requirements of future terminals typologies.
Tasks 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 include the application of methodological framework setup in Task 2.3.1 for the
terminal typologies defined by the requirements identified in Task 2.3.2.
Tasks 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 started in April 2015, jointly led by DICEA and TRV. They are almost complete to
date. A set of results for typical terminals operation in the present situation and in selected future
scenarios is available.
Further results of these last Tasks as well as the results of the remaining Tasks 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 will be
described in the Deliverable 2.3.2, which will be issued by Month 30 (March 2016).
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2. Objectives
The objectives of this Deliverable are to focus on the activities carried out regarding the design of the
rail freight terminal of the future.
It includes:
•

Definition of target terminals’ performances;

•

Definition of case studies for selected terminal typologies;

•

Selection of suitable methods to analyse these terminals;

•

Collection of input data on selected case studies:
o Rail-Road: München Riem (Germany) intermodal freight terminal,
o Rail-Rail: Hallsberg (Sweden) marshalling yard,
o Rail-Sea: Valencia (Spain) maritime freight terminal;

•

Identification of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) by terminal typology

•

Identification of potential future scenarios by terminal typology

• Pilot application of methods to test them on case studies
The research specifically targeted the contributions of terminals to rail freight systems in 2030 and
2050.
It tackled the following topics and corresponding questions:
•

Expected performances and requisites = What the terminals should do;

•

Key Performance Indicators (KPI) = How the terminal performances can be measured;

•

Integration of innovations = What the terminals can take on-board;

•

Future scenarios = How the terminals could work in the future;

•

Methods and models to assess scenarios = How to assess scenarios;

• Assessment of scenarios = At what extent the expected performances are performed.
The analysed typologies of terminals and the corresponding case studies are the following:
•

Rail-Road: freight interchange (Munich Riem in Germany);

•

Rail-Rail: marshalling yard (Hallsberg in Sweden);

• Rail-Sea: port rail terminal (Valencia Principe Felipe in Spain).
Additional case studies, identified during the research work will extend the analysis and the validation
of the methodological framework.
The work on these additional terminals is ongoing and will be included in Deliverable 2.3.2.
Moreover, in order to integrate the operation of future terminals into the wider framework of the
global logistic chain, specific analysis has targeted the operation of transport and integrated logistics
services along a typical intermodal chain, including road, rail and maritime sections.
This allowed a more detailed focus on the role of each terminal typology and the effects of
improvements and innovations included in the analysed scenarios.
CAPACITY4RAIL
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This will be included in the main inputs for Task 2.3.5, which is going to approach the operational cost
of the terminals and the effects of their possible reduction on the related business cases.
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3. Conceptual terminals’ design methodology for
different markets
This chapter summarises the main results of the work developed within Task 2.3.1 and includes the
following sub-chapters:
•

3.1. Development of the rail market in Europe;

•

3.2. Terminals for co-modal and intermodal transport in Europe.

3.1 D EV ELOPM ENT

OF THE RA IL MA RKET IN

E UR OPE

The European rail freight has not progressed in parallel with the European economy (e.g. expressed by
GDP in figure 1).

F IGURE 1: R OAD AND RAIL FREIGHT TRANSPORT VERSUS GDP EVOLUTION IN EU28, DATA E UROSTAT 2014

Since the economic crisis in 2008, the rail freight entered in a depression, which has not really expired.
Similarly, the road freight has followed a descending trend without truly signs of recovery.
The modal share rail/road has remained almost unchanged with a very slightly improvement of the rail
mode.

3.1.1 C ONV EN T IO NA L

R AI L FR EI GHT

The single wagon used to be the core business of railways during the last century.
It used to serve both big and smaller markets that could order from one train a day to only one wagon
a day or a week, today this seems not feasible and the smaller and medium volumes used majorly road
vehicles and sometimes combined transport.
On the other hand, the full trainloads could recover after the economic crisis and could follow the GDP.
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This was predictable as the train loads serve captive markets represented by the heavy industry and
its related business.
These big industries are the only clients able to order a volume and a frequency that matches with the
full train offer.
Some recent strategies of the railway companies head towards the unification of the systems “single
wagon load” and “train load” within a sole offer unit.
An example is the DB Schenker “Netzwerkbahn”, a unified system based on the blocking principle
(figure 2).

F IGURE 2: N ETZWERKBAHN

BOOKING SYSTEM

(DB S CHENKER B AYER M ATERIAL S CIENCE N OV .2012)

This system treats the conventional traffics as dynamic wagon blocks that are susceptible for coupling
and decoupling within their network.
The system is able to increase the capacity of the trains and the frequency of the service by
coordinating better the timetable and the booking system using sophisticated IT systems.
By this, it should be possible to serve smaller industries without enough volume to order a full train.
Railway facilities for train formation such as the auxiliary freight stations, junction railway stations and
marshalling yards are necessary for the production system of the single wagonloads and for the
combination of different wagons and wagon blocks that share destinations.
These stations require an important investment cost and entail high personal and locomotive costs.
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They are as well an important time consuming source for conventional rail transports and maybe one
of the reasons why the single wagonload is declining, as it becomes very uncompetitive in time and
costs against the road or the combined transport.
A solution could be to make rail freight stations more efficient by automatizing them (e.g. terminals,
warehouses, cross-dock stations and logistic centres).

3.1.2 I NT ER M ODA L

R AI L FR EI GHT

In contrast to the decline of the conventional rail freight, the combined transport has shown truly signs
of growth after the crisis.
The combined transport is the only mode that has really accompanied the GDP in its growth,
performing in most of the cases in a superior level (figure 3).

F IGURE 3: I NTERMODAL FREIGHT TRANSP ORT VERSUS GDP EVOLUTION IN EU28, DATA E UROSTAT 2014

Nowadays the combined transport represents the 23% of the total rail freight transports in Europe (EU
28, Eurostat), in 2004 it was only the 17%.
The advances in interoperability of systems, combined with an appropriate legislation will pave the
way for a competitive European rail network for freight.
The traffic typologies depends on the nature of the market addressed and its geographic coverage
(figure 4).
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SHARE OF INTERMODAL TR AFFICS IN TKM
STATIS TICS

2005

AND

2010.

DATA SOUR CE :

E UROSTAT 2011,

UIRR

2010 AND AGENDA 2015 FOR COMBINED TRANSPORT IN E UROP E

Traffic classification by geographic coverage: International/National
In the past, intermodal service providers tended to be specialized either on international services or in
domestic services exclusively.
Hence, they generated traffic that had a clear geographic distinction.
Nowadays though, there are more and more intermodal providers addressing both markets at the
same time.
An 83-companies survey commissioned by the Combined Transport Group of UIC revealed that 46% of
the intermodal service providers are addressing both markets indistinctly.
These companies represented 80% (growing trend) of the total intermodal market share in 2009
(measured in TEUs).
The figures are contained in the “2010 Report on Combined Transport in Europe”.
An illustrative chart from this report is in figure 5.
There are reasons to think that in intermodal transportation the distinction between international and
national traffics will progressively lose some sense; the following arguments also induce to that
thought:
•

•

•

Interoperability between different railway systems and rolling stock is increasing and the
advances have been very important during the last decades, facilitating the cross-border
services (e.g. the corridor between Rotterdam and Switzerland);
European infrastructure managers and operators intend to homogenize criteria on railway
infrastructure use (booking, charges, timetables, etc.) and services coverage on a panEuropean basis (e.g. RNE corridors, EC Rail Freight Corridors);
More and more intermodal services are operating in a corridor-basis rather than on exclusively
national or international basis, regardless of the number of national borders to be crossed;
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Railway transports are more efficient on increased longer transport distances; this requires in
many cases to cross more than one national border (e.g. larger port hinterlands).

F IGURE 5: G EOGR APHIC INTERMODAL SERVICE POR TFOLIO BY COMPANIES AND TEU: 2005, 2007 AND 2009.
S OURCE : 2010 R EPOR T ON C OMBINED T RANSPOR T IN E UR OPE [UIC 5]

Traffic classification by market nature: Hinterland/Continental
Another classification criterion has much more influence on the characteristics of the traffic than the
previous one.
It distinguishes two kinds of trains with different loading patterns:
•
•

Hinterland container trains with ISO containers.
Continental trains with swap bodies, semitrailers, full Lorries and other domestic units.

Hinterland container trains with ISO containers
This kind of traffic has its origin in overseas container transportation
The trains are typically the terrestrial links (land legs) between seaports and inland terminals in
European mainland.
The busiest container ports in Europe (Rotterdam, Antwerp, Hamburg, Bremen, Le Havre, etc.) are
connected via rail and via hub with the important hinterland regions in Europe, namely Northern Italy,
South and West Germany, Alpine Range, Central Europe and Paris.
The dominating container sizes are 20 and 40 feet.
Nevertheless, there is a manifest increasing trend on the use of 45 feet containers (Eurostat 2011) with
possible further growth of this unit length in European ports (short sea shipping and deep ocean
shipping), railway terminals (continental and hinterland) and European road transportation, as it
matches with the maximum allowed semitrailer dimensions in Europe.
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In the past, the 20 feet containers were the majority, for instance in 1970 the TEU/Container ratio in
Rotterdam was 1.45, which indicates that there were 55% of 20 feet units and 45% of 40 feet units
(Rotterdam Port statistics).
Nowadays it is the opposite situation, with 40 feet containers being majority and 20 feet containers’
share decreasing in all European ports.
In 2013, the TEU/container ratio in Rotterdam reached 1.65.
The 30 feet containers are less and less employed (share <1%), as well as the 45 feet containers are
more and more employed (approximate share: 3%) especially from/to Short Sea Shipping traffic and
the North-West Europe link (e.g. between United Kingdom and Rotterdam).
The 45 feet units are mostly employed in intra-EU transports with adapted short sea vessels,
conversely, in deep ocean transport, 40 feet and 20 feet units are almost exclusive, with only little
share of 45 feet containers.
The manifest increasing trend on the use of 45 feet containers (Eurostat 2011) is also corresponding
with the maximum allowed semitrailer dimensions in Europe.
Continental traffic
This kind of traffic has its origin in the EU-internal trade.
In continental traffic the assortment of loading units is much more diverse than in hinterland traffic
because the units do not have to follow the deep-sea standards.
The most common units are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Semitrailers (ST);
Swap-Bodies (SB);
Tank and silo containers;
Other domestic units, including 30 feet, 45 feet and pallet wide containers;
20 and 40 feet ISO maritime containers, although these are not typical continental units;
Full Lorries (accompanied transport).

The semitrailer segment has experienced an important growth during the last years, growing from a
modest share of 8% of total intermodal transport in 2004 to about 14% in 2013, measured in tkm
(figure 6).
In addition, it comes the growth of long 45 feet domestic containers or bodies and 30 feet containers
(mostly bulk, silos and tanks), as well as 26 feet containers (swap bodies and smaller tanks) are
proportionally decreasing their share.
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CONTINENTAL INTER MODAL TRANSPOR T IN EU 27

FOR CO - MODAL AND I NTERM ODAL TRA NSPOR T IN

E UR OPE

The notion of transhipment involves the flow of goods from an origin to an intermediate destination,
and from there to another destination.
The transhipment of freight is a common prerequisite in order to make unimodal transports more
efficient, and operationalizes in consolidation/deconsolidation terminals or hubs.
Another reason for transhipment is to change the modes of transport during the journey.
Multimodal transport, as illustrated by figure 7, is the most general term when referring to the carriage
of goods by at least two modes.

F IGURE 7: T HE FUNCTION

CAPACITY4RAIL

OF TRANSHIPMENT IN FREIGHT TRANSPORT NETWORKS .

PUBLIC
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The notion of intermodal transport involves the movement of goods in the shape of standardized
loading units (LU), i.e. containers, semitrailers and swap-bodies, transferred between at least two
modes without handling the goods as such.
The term combined transport is the most specific definition, as it is a type of intermodal transport
where the major part of the journey is by rail, inland waterways or sea and any initial and/or final legs
carried out by road are as short as possible (UN/ECE, 2001).
A further notion used in this study is Co-modality, which refers to a use of different modes on their
own and in combination in order to obtain an optimal and sustainable utilization of resources for not
opposing transport modes each other, but rather for finding an optimum utilization of the various
transport modes and their capabilities.
A terminal is “a place equipped for the transhipment and storage of loading units” (UN/ECE, 2001).
In this study, the considered terminals are freight nodes with a high concentration of units loading
goods with a possibility to transfer LU between different transport modes and between trains.
The terminal typologies in figure 8 constitute a common point of departure for our study.

F IGURE 8: T ERMINAL TYPOLOGIES CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY

Based on these definitions, the typical intermodal terminals are:
•
•
•
•

Port terminals;
Large, medium and small intermodal terminals;
Industrial intermodal terminals;
End terminals and liner train terminals.
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As nodes in intermodal transport chains, intermodal terminals are a part of a socio-technical system
where both organizational and market related aspects as well as infrastructural and technological issue
are integrated.
The various types of intermodal terminals have different functions and operational pre-requisites and
their description from a system perspective relates to the factors below.
•

•
•

Organization: the actors in an intermodal freight transport system belong both to private
(operators, forwards, etc.) and to public sectors (global, national, regional and local
authorities, urban and regional planners, etc.).
Localization: terminal's site and its proximity to major transport generating areas, freight
corridors, ports, road and rail networks, sufficient space for operations and storage.
Cargo handling: types and amount of goods, type of technology used for transhipment playing
an essential role for the efficiency of the terminal. To establish the operational productivity of
an intermodal terminal a number of key performance indicators can be measured:
• Transhipment volume;
• Utilization rate of transhipment equipment;
• Total terminal costs per LU;
• transhipment costs per LU;
• Operational process costs;
• Administrative process costs;
• Energy consumption per load unit;
• Etc.

Transport nodes and terminals are commonly very capital intensive, where conventional transhipment
technologies used for transferring LU are cranes and reach stackers.
These types of terminals require almost high investment costs and utilization rate in order to achieve
efficiency.
Moreover, as the transhipment cost is not proportional to the total transport distance in an intermodal
transport chain, they constitute a contributing factor that restricts intermodal transports’
competitiveness to long distance and high volume operations, i.e. mostly suitable for large scale
intermodal terminals and end-point relations.
A number of other transhipment technologies streamline the transhipment process; however, when
deviating from the conventional technologies, the transport system commonly turns into a closed one
as many of the novel technologies require customization on railcars, chassis or LU, thus making the
system not usable for actors.
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4. Identification of functional requirements of
future terminals
This chapter summarises the main results of the work developed within Task 2.3.2 and includes the
following sub-chapters:
•

4.1. Identification of case studies for selected terminal typologies;

•

4.2. Selection of suitable methods to analyse terminals;

•

4.3. Collection of input data on selected case studies;

•

4.4. Identification of key performance indicators by terminal typology;

•

4.5. Identification of potential future scenarios by terminal typology;

•

4.6. Pilot application of methods to validate them on case studies;

•

4.7. Measurable achievements and innovations in an intermodal logistic chain.

4.1I DEN TIFIC ATION

OF CA S E STUDI ES FOR SE LECTED T ERMINA L

TYPOLOGIES
The rail freight transport, as can be divided in two main typologies of services: conventional rail freight
(wagonload) and combined transport.
The conventional rail freight or wagonload includes trainloads and wagonloads.
The traditional trainload (TL) is the simplest form of wagonload: it needs only a load/unload terminal,
and it has no change in train composition during the trip.
The single wagonload (WL) is a sophisticated product by which a wagon or a coupled group thereof
are shunted into the facilities of a shipper, and once loaded, they are marshalled to form trains that
run over longer distances.
In conventional freight transport the loading/unloading terminals operation and facilities for the
handling of goods, are closely depending upon goods type, though it does not need integration whit
other modes.
Combined transport offers the possibility of an easy and rapid transhipment of goods, since this
traveling in loading units (container, swap bodies, semitrailers, even truck itself, in case of
accompanied transport).
This implies the shipment of goods from an origin to an intermediate destination, and from there to
another destination.
Transhipment takes places in in terminals or hubs where the freight is consolidated or deconsolidated.
Transhipment make also possible the change of the modes of transport during the journey without
handling the goods as such.
Table 1 summarizes the different types of possible terminals.
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T ABLE 1: T ERMINAL TYPOLOGIES

Intermodal terminal

Internal rail system

•

Rail-road

•

Marshalling yards

•

Rail-rail

•

Shunting yards

•

Rail-waterways

•

Stations, sidings

Train load terminals

Single wagon load

•

Timber

•

Rail-industry

•

Coal

•

Rail-truck

•

Oil

•

Rail-ship

Among these terminal types, it was identified case studies discussed below.
The criteria adopted for the choice are basing on both economic and functional considerations.
The intermodal rail transport is the only sector of the freight rail that has grown in line or, in some
cases, even higher than the growth of gross domestic product.
Moreover, it is also the type of transport best suited to international transport, integrating several
transport modes, from road, to rail, to waterways, to sea and is the system that benefits most by
interoperability process undertaken on the European rail network.
The same considerations have led to give less importance to the single wagonload, since this type of
transport is in steady decline compared to intermodal one.
However, it was decided not to overlook this type of transport, since, in order to increase rail market
share, actions, also supported by EU, are in place in order to revitalize wagonload transport.
With regard to functional considerations, they have led to exclusion from study cases of terminal
dedicated to the loading/unloading of trainload, since in these cases the process is more depending
upon the goods typology handled and relatively little sensitive to innovations.
Finally, having to limit the cases of study number, it was preferred to deal with medium to large
installations, operated through complex processes in which the possible interactions of the considered
innovations make the evaluation more representative, though less evident.
Based on these considerations, the identified case studies are in the table 2.
T ABLE 2: T ERMINAL TYPOLOGIES

SELECTED FOR THE CASE STUDI ES

Intermodal terminal
•

Rail-road

•

Rail-sea (port terminal)
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OF SU ITABL E METHODS TO AN ALYSE TERMINA LS

In this step, the main goal has been to suggest suitable methods to evaluate the performance to
different kind of rail freight terminals.
The bibliographical research highlighted the existence of numerous methodologies for the study of
railway terminals [1] [2].
Many methods are not suited to evaluate the performances of the terminal as a whole, because they
are appropriate to evaluate a single aspect or not sufficiently flexibles and generalizable to different
terminal typologies.
Finally, the requirements of suitable assessment methodology are:
•
•
•

To be generalizable to different rail freight terminal typologies;
To allow the assessment of an as large as possible set of terminal performances;
To be sensible to the introduction of new technologies and innovative operational measures.

The models described below are suitable for the intended purposes in C4R, to evaluate the
performance that the terminal of the future will have to support a renewed supply chain of goods
based on rail.
Section 4.2.1 describes a generalized approach, based on an analytic method, as well as section 4.2.2
describes a simulation tool.

4.2.1 A NA LY T IC AL

M ET HODS BAS ED ON S EQ UE NT IA L ALGO R IT HM S

Generalised method structure
The chosen generalised and flexible approach is potentially applicable to various families of terminals:
•
•
•

Rail to road for long distance and shorter range units transfer;
Rail to rail for shunting and/or gauge interchange;
Rail to waterways (sea and inland).

Moreover, these terminals are capable to provide effective “land bridges” (last hundreds miles) to
intercontinental flows in continental high traffic corridors.
The constraints of the problem will derive from minimum requirements, particularly to prevent bad
operational conditions (e.g. traffic perturbations due to congestion and/or technical/human failures).
The methodological approach is conceived to be able to evaluate and compare conceptual innovations
as well as technological improvements (e.g.: automatic units transfer for co-modal transhipment,
wagons coupling with or without multi-function connections and human interventions, automatic
marshalling for single wagon management optimization, electric self-powered freight vehicles,
advanced information management systems to be interfaced with tracking and tracing systems).
The assessment acts from various viewpoints (operators, final customers and Community); therefore,
the indicators should be flexible enough and effective for such varieties of perspectives.
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The operational times inside the terminal represent the primary indicators for the multi-criteria
assessment of their performances and key components to quantify the costs by the concerned
stakeholders (terminal and vectors operators as well as Community).
Therefore, the quantitative analysis is a strategic activity, both in the terminal planning and operation
and in the entire logistic chain organisation.
The global operational time include both deterministic and stochastic components, which increase
significantly the problem complexity.
The global operational time is a “time period from the arrival of the single freight unit to the terminal
by an external transport service to its exit from the terminal itself towards a different transport
service”.
The model finalised to the determination of the global time is basing on the following general
formalisation [3] [4]:
TOG = TEXT (I, S) + TINT (E, D, R)

(1)

Where:
•

TEXT depends upon external constraints formalised in two arrays:

I) Infrastructures carrying capacity (e.g. railway lines and nodes bottlenecks),
S) Services operation planning (e.g. traffic density and timetable structures);
•

TINT depends upon internal constraints formalised in three arrays:

E) Equipment performances parameters (e.g. check-in/out and units transfer technology),
D) Dimensions of operational areas (e.g. distances between transfer and stocking areas, number
of tracks),
R) Rules to grant safe operation (e.g. speed limits, maximum loading weights).
For m generic activities is possible to calculate a waiting time (TW) and for n ≥ m generic activities a
corresponding operational time (TO).
Therefore, the formalisation of the global operational time may be also the following:
TOG = Σi=1 … m TWi + Σj=1 … n TOj

(2)

For a generic rail freight terminal, the following single or multiple activities may be further split into
more elementary actions according to the required level of detail:
•
•
•
•
•

Vehicle entering;
Unit or vehicle check-in;
Unit or vehicle transfers;
Unit or vehicle check-out;
Vehicle exiting.

Moreover, in each terminal it is possible to identify:
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Two classes (V’ and V”) of vehicles in rail-road and rail-waterway terminals (e.g. inland
interchanges and ports);
A single class (V’=V”) of vehicles in rail-rail terminals (e.g. marshalling yards).

In general, the vehicles can transport various amounts of freight units; nevertheless, the following
macroscopic rules exist:
•
•
•

Rail-road terminals (e.g. inland terminal): NU’ (truck) < NU” (train);
Rail-rail terminals (e.g. marshalling yards): NU’ (train) ≈ NU” (train);
Rail-waterway (e.g. maritime terminal) or the railway maritime terminal: NU’ (train) < NU”
(ship).

F IGURE 9: MODEL STRUCTURE FLOW - CHART

Specialisation of method by Rail to Road freight terminal
Figure 10 shows the single activities performed by a freight unit (e.g. a container) from Rail to Road in
an inland terminal.
Rail Network

Movement on a vehicle
(Train/Truck)

Rail Gate
Transfer Area
Stocking Area
Transfer Area
Road Gate

Waiting
Transfer (Lo-Lo)

Road Network

F IGURE 10 SCHEM ATI C REPRESEN TATION OF THE R AIL -R OAD FR EIGHT

TERMINAL FLOW IN A IN AN INLAND TERMINAL

Three typologies of activities are identified: i) Ro-Ro movements on-board a vehicle (train and truck),
ii) Lo-Lo transfer from/to vehicles and stocking area, iii) waiting for the following activity on-board or
in the stocking area itself.
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In case of direct train-truck transfer, there are not second transfer and the corresponding waiting
phase.
A similar representation is obviously feasible for the opposite Road to Rail flow.
The formalisation of time calculation is as follows:
TOG = Σi=1...5 TWi + Σj=1...2 TOVi + Σ k =1...p TOLk

(3)

Where, in addition to the five waiting phases inside the terminal, the operational activities include two
rolling activities in the vehicle (respectively on-board train and truck) and two loading/unloading
activities in the transfer area.
Specialisation of method by Rail to Sea freight terminal
It includes the single activities performed by a freight unit (e.g. a container) from Rail to Sea in a
maritime terminal (figure 11).
Rail Network

Movement on a
vehicle (Train/Ship)

Rail Gate
Yard
Stocking Area
Quay
Port Gate
Sea

Waiting
Transfer (Lo-Lo)

F IGURE 11 S CHEMATI C REPRES ENTA TION OF THE R AIL -S EA FLOW IN A MARITI ME TER MINAL

The typologies of activities are: i) movements on-board a vehicle (train or ship), ii) transfer from/to
vehicles and stocking area, iii) waiting for the following activity on-board or in the stocking area itself.
In case of direct train-ship (tracks located on the quay), the second transfer and the corresponding
waiting phases do not exist.
A similar representation is obviously feasible for the opposite Sea to Rail flow.
The formalisation of time calculation is, also in this case:
TOG = Σi=1... 5 TWi + Σj=1.2 TOVi + Σ k=1...p TOLk

(4)

In addition to the five waiting phases inside the terminal, the operational activities have been further
split into two on-board movements (respectively on train and ship) and 2 loading/unloading activities,
respectively in the yard and on the quay.
Specialisation of method for Rail-to-Rail terminal (marshalling yard)
Figure 12 schematises the single activities performed by a wagon in a marshalling yard.
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In this typology of terminal two typologies of activities only are identified: i) wagons movements along
the various yards and the hump, ii) wagons waiting for the following activity in the yards themselves.
Freight units are moving on-board wagons only; therefore, no Lo-Lo manoeuvres are required.
Rail Network

Movement on a
vehicle (Wagon)

Arrival Yard
Hump
Directions
Yard
Ordering Yard
Departure
Yard
Rail Network

Waiting

F IGURE 12: SCHEMA TIC REPRESEN TATION OF THE R AIL -R AIL FLO W IN A MARSHALLING YARD

In case of marshalling without hump, it is performed a direct transfer from Arrival Yard to Directions
Yard.
In case of block trains with a single final destination, the Ordering Yard and the corresponding waiting
phase is not required.
The formalisation of time calculation is as follows:
TOG = Σi=1...4 TWi + Σj=1...5 TOVi

(5)

In addition to the four waiting phases inside the terminal, the five operational activities are Ro-Ro only.
The movement from the Arrival Yard to the Directions Yard over the hump includes three sequential
phases (pushed by locomotive in the Arrival Yard, gravity based at high speed on the hump itself and
at low speed along the Directions Yard).
Model potentiality
The main performances of the model relates with the possibility to calculate key parameters
concerning the operation of freight terminals.
It allows evaluating the development of internal activities, to quantify the duration of waiting and
operational phases, to estimate the utilisation rate in comparison with the capacity of single substations and the whole terminal.
In a wider context, it is possible to assess alternative operational framework, including innovations
capable to modify the state-of-the-art condition, based on new technologies or novel operational
measures. The effect of some of these innovations, sketched in the following paragraphs, includes the
quantification of the operational changes induced by them.

4.2.2 D I S C R E T E

E VE N T S S IM U L A T I O N M O D E LS

Introduction
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In addition to the analytical method for to evaluate performance of the three typologies of terminals
and the influence of innovative operational measures and new technologies we have chosen to use a
simulation model and representation.
The simulation of the freight intermodal terminal is basing on different methodological schemes.
In our case, the discrete event simulation, each element corresponds to the individual operative
phases in the terminal.
The main types of modelled elements are:
•
•
•

ITUs, trucks and trains in the rail to road freight terminal;
ITUs, trailers, ships and trains in the rail to sea freight terminal ;
Wagon, trains and group of trains for rail-to-rail terminal (marshalling yard).

Simulation Tool
The Planimate® software allows the building of discrete event micro simulative models and, thanks to
its flexibility, it is particularly suitable for simulating complex systems, that use large amounts of data
and sub-processes, with parallel and synchronized loops, ensuring an easy monitoring of the evolution
of the system, with the ability also to model the time flow.
The simulation model developed for the present research is basing on Planimate® and includes four
main phases related to the design of the following elements: objects, flows, interactions and graphics.
The result of these phases is a multiple graph, which represents the static properties of the system
under examination, while the dynamic properties are depending upon the operational rules of the
network, in particular:
•
•

An event occurs as soon as all the pre-conditions are enabled;
The occurrence of an event disable the pre-conditions and enables the post-conditions.

The basic elements of the simulation tool are the following (figure 13):
•
•

Objects: fixed entities within the system, able to change the properties of entities that run
through them during the simulation or to retain these properties for a certain period of time;
Items: dynamic entities (such as, for example, orders, customers, operations, etc.), moving
within the system and coming out of it, moving from one Object to another.

F IGURE 13: G RAPHIC INTERFACE FOR O BJECTS AND I TEMS
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At any time instant, the state of the system corresponds to the set of active conditions, while the Items,
which can move from one Object of the network to another through paths that represent a logical
sequence of events between two or more Objects, determine the evolution of the system.
Therefore, once identified the Objects necessary for designing the model, it is possible to build the
Paths that enable the Items to move from one Object to another creating the succession of steps
that are necessary for simulating the system evolution.
For each class of Items it is possible to define a sequence of steps, animated during the simulation,
which allows Items to move between Objects.
The set of the Paths represent the Flow, where more Items may move simultaneously during the
simulation.
Specialisation of model to inland intermodal terminals
Generally, the structure of a discrete event simulation of a Rail - Road intermodal freight terminal is
similar to the scheme in figure 14.
0

ARRIVING TRAIN

CHECK, ITU AND
WAGONS
CHANGE LOCOMOTIVE

ARRIVING TRUCK

ENTRY IN OPERATIVE

ENTRY IN OPERATIVE

TRACK

LANE

UNCOUPLING
LOCOMOTIVE

CHECK, ITU AND

START
UNLOADING/LOADING
ITU

TRAILER

STORAGE

START
UNLOADING/LOADING
ITU

TRAIN/ITU CHECK

CHECK OUT

COUPLING

EXIT TRUCK

LOCOMOTIVE
EXIT TRAIN

T
F IGURE 14: SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE R AIL -R OAD FREIGHT TERMINAL FLOW IN AN IN LAND TERMINAL

The model can reproduce both the rail side and the roadside of the terminal.
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The model includes subsystems in order to characterize all the phases described above [6], such as:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Trucks arrivals area;
Trucks check in area;
Train arrivals area;
Train holding track;
Operative module, including:
•
Operative rail track under gantry;
•
Operative road lane;
•
Storage lane.
Departure truck area.

The simulation provides with extensive information about terminal operation (figure 15) organised in
table elaborated achieving results for different aspects, generally: timing, vehicles, procedures, ITUs,
equipment transfer, terminal layout, etc.

F IGURE 15: ELABORATION OF OU TPUTS FROM SIMULA TION MODEL

Specialisation of model to maritime rail terminals
The model simulates a generic container terminal in a port and includes various subnetworks, which
reproduce all the functions needed to operate the plant.
After the data collection carried out in the plant itself in order to design the specific simulation model,
it is necessary to define the following Items, moving among the various subsystems:
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Truck: it picks up the container from stocks to bring them to their final destination or brings
them in stock, if they are to be shipped;
Trailer: it is the vehicle that transports the containers from the quay to the storage and back;
Reach stacker: it is the vehicle used for handling containers in the export and in the customs
areas;
Transtainer: it is the hoisting device used for handling containers in the import area;
Container;
Ship.

The model includes multiple sub systems [5], reproduced in the model by the Portals, representing a
particular function performed within the terminal.
Figure 16 represents some example of subsystems’ portals:
•

•

Ship: includes all the operations that take place on the quay; one of them is the unloading of
the containers from the ship by means of portainers (gantry cranes) and their positioning on
trailers, that will bring them to storage or, if requested, to customs and vice versa;
Customs: includes all the inspections of the containers’ contents: scanner and manual
inspection; the trailer bringing the container enters the Portal and, depending on the type of
inspection, addresses it on a path or on the other; these operations considerably affect the
time needed to unload containers from the ship.

F IGURE 16: SHIP AND

CUSTOMS SUBSYSTEMS

(P ORTALS )

The model allows obtaining multiple output data to process and obtain examples of impact of customs
inspections on processing time of ships.
Specialisation of model to marshalling yards
In this case, the objective is to reproduce the operation in the stations according to the general
operation scheme in figure 17.
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F IGURE 17: GENERAL SCHEME OF A MARSHALLIN G YARD , WITH

PROCESS INTO ARRIVAL AND DIRECTIONS

Y ARDS

Several selected outputs allows evaluating the marshalling yard performances:
•
•
•
•
•

Number of incoming and outgoing trains;
Mean time spent in the yard;
Mean number of wagon transit time;
Maximum flow through the yard;
Station utilization rate.

4.2.3 G EN ER AL

FEE DBAC K AN D AP P LIC ATI ON FIE LDS

The purpose of this section was to describe models capable to analyse different intermodal terminals
for the three typical case studies (Road-Rail, Sea-Rail, and Rail-Rail) and evaluating both the global
performance of the terminal and the performance of its components.
Moreover, these models are able to evaluate how the application of new technologies can improve
the terminal performances.
They are quite consolidated models and permit (whenever properly calibrated) to obtain results very
close to reality.
Analytical models basing on a generalized approach structured in modules are able to provide with
data on various typologies and size of terminals, working with different transhipment technologies,
number of operators and other characteristic parameters.
Another very interesting aspect is the ability of the model to quantify the performances of the
terminals not only in global terms, but also highlighting the contributions and relative weights of the
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various operation needed for the transit of goods; this aspect is fundamental for an accurate detection
of bottlenecks in terminal operation.
On the other side the simulation models allows reproducing present or future processes.
Therefore, they permit to analyse and predict the effects of possible infrastructural or operational
changes, so to suggest the best choice between different design alternatives.
The complexity of the decision-making process, with its degree of uncertainty, the number and
different kind of relations involved, the number and quality of the goals to achieve, the different actors
which have the opportunity to influence or take decisions on the process, make very widespread the
use of simulation models as a tool for decision support.

4.3 C OL LECTION

OF I NPU T DATA ON SEL ECT ED CA SE STU DIES

After identifying methods and models, it was necessary to prepare a list of input data to feed them.
The input parameters are those listed in tables 3, 4 and 5, identified by letter A (input for analytical
methods) and/or S (input for simulation models).
T ABLE 3: K EY INPU T PARAMETERS FOR
Definition

THE CALCULATION OF PERFORMAN CES IN AN INLAND I NTERMODAL TERMINAL

Description

Alternative Data

Method

Average Interval between arrivals
Mean time between 2 arriving
trucks [min]

It is the average time between the
arrival of the 2 successive vehicles
(Trains and Trucks) in the terminal.

Number of trains and trucks
incoming for an as long as
possible period e.g.: 1 year

Mean time between 2 arriving
trains [min]

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

Intermodal Transport Units – Flow Data
Mean number of loading units
(e.g. container or semi-trailer) on
train
Mean ITU length [m]

This simple parameter is required
for calculating the length of trains
to be transhipped and it is defined
as: n° container / n° train or
n° semi-trailers / n° train
This simple parameter is required
for calculating the length of the
trains to be transhipped and it is
defined as: n° TEU / n° container

Number of trains
Number of trucks
Number of container
Number of semi-trailers
Numbers of TEU

Terminal connections – Railway routes
Number of railway traffic
directions
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Mean Operative Times
Mean time for locomotive
coupling [min]

It is the operative time for
changing locomotive

Time for ITU data exchange (unit
on the truck) [min]

It is the operative time for data
exchange of intermodal transport
unit on the truck
It is the operative time for data
exchange of intermodal transport
unit on the train
It is the time between the
placement of transfer devices
(spreader of RMG, RTG, reach
stacker, etc.) to grip ITU
It is the time between the
placement of transfer devices
(spreader of RMG, RTG, reach
stacker, etc.) to release of ITU
It is the time in which the vehicle
(truck an train) remains in check-in
area, after the data exchange
waiting for the green light for the
transhipment

Time for ITU data exchange (unit
on the train) [min]
Mean time of unit pick up by
transfer devices [min]
Mean time of unit drop off by
transfer devices [min]
Time for transfer planning (unit
on the truck) [min]
Time for transfer planning (unit
on the train) [min]

Terminal Procedure
Number of operative locos
Terminal layout with dimension
Terminal Procedure

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

Terminal Procedure
Handbook transfer equipment;
Lifting height under crane;
Lifting height in external area to
crane.
Max. lifting height above rail
head

Terminal Procedure

Mean Operative Speeds
Mean longitudinal transfer speed
of transfer equipment [m/min]
Mean transversal transfer of
transfer equipment [m/min]
Mean internal truck speed [km/h]
Mean internal train speed [km/h]

It is the longitudinal speed of RMG
or RTG and for other transfer
equipment (Reach stacker, Forklift
etc.)
It is the transversal speed for
transfer equipment, only for RMG
and RTG
It is the allowed speed truck inside
the terminal

Handbook transfer equipment
Terminal Rules

A

S

Handbook transfer equipment
Terminal Procedure

A

S

Terminal Rules
Only max

A

S

It is the allowed speed train inside
the terminal

Terminal Rules
A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

Layout data
Mean distance from the gate to
the transhipment area [m]
Mean distance between the
departure signal of the station
and the railway transhipment
area [m]
Distance between operative lanes
(truck, rail and storage) in the
transhipment area [m]

CAPACITY4RAIL

This parameter is required for
calculating the vehicles travel time
(trains and trucks)
This parameter is required for
calculating the trains travel time

Terminal layout with dimension
e.g. File DWG format (scale
drawing)
Terminal layout with dimension
e.g. File DWG format (scale
drawing)

This parameter is required for
calculating the ITU transfer time

Terminal layout with dimension
e.g. File DWG format (scale
drawing)
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Mean distance between holding
track (rail) and transhipment area

This parameter is required for
calculating the trains travel time

Mean distance between Parking
Area (truck) and transhipment
area

This parameter is required for
calculating the trains travel time

Terminal layout with dimension
e.g. File DWG format (scale
drawing)
Terminal layout with dimension
e.g. File DWG format (scale
drawing)

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

Transhipment Equipment
Number of operative lanes (truck,
rail and storage)

Operative lanes in transhipment
area

Terminal layout

Number of rail track in holding
area

Rail track in holding area

Terminal layout

Number of transfer equipment

In transhipment area:
(Number of cranes, reach stackers,
etc.)

Terminal layout

Others Parameters
Number of operators on the
tracks
Number of gates

This parameter is required for
calculating the data exchange time
(for manual procedure)
Gate for check-in and check-out

Operative Terminal Procedure
Terminal layout

Operative Procedures
transhipment

Direct (Truck - Train)
Indirect (Train - Storage - Truck)

Operative Terminal Procedure

Identification of operative areas

Localization of the areas (storage,
road-rail transhipment) on the
terminal layout.

Terminal schematic layout

T ABLE 4: K EY INPUT PAR AMETERS FOR

Definition

S
S

THE CALCULATION OF PERFORMAN CES IN AN RAI L MARITIME TERMINAL

Description

Alternative Data

Method

Average Interval between arrivals
Mean time between 2 arriving
ships [min]
Mean time between 2 arriving
trains [min]

It is the average time between the
arrival of the 2 successive vehicles
(trains and ships) in the terminal.

Number of trains and ships
incoming for an as long as
possible period (e.g.: 1 year)

A

S

A

S

A

S

Intermodal Transport Units – Flow Data
Mean number of loading units
(containers) on train

CAPACITY4RAIL

This parameter is required for
calculating the length of trains to
be transhipped and it is defined
as: n° container / n° train

PUBLIC

Number of handled trains
Number of handled containers
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Mean number of loading units
(containers) on ships
Mean number of loading units
(containers) in bays on ships
Mean number of loading units
(containers) on horizontal lines
on ships
Mean number of loading units
(containers) on verticals line on
ships

CAPACITY4RAIL
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This parameter is required for
calculating the loading and
unloading time and it is defined
as: n° container / n° ships
This parameter is required for
calculating the loading and
unloading time
This parameter is required for
calculating the loading and
unloading time
This parameter is required for
calculating the loading and
unloading time

Number of handled ships
Number of handled containers

A

S

Ships’ technical data sheet

A

S

Ships’ technical data sheet

A

S

Ships’ technical data sheet

A

S

A

S

Origins and destinations of
ships

A

S

Origins and destinations of
trains

A

S

Intermodal Transport Units –Dimensions
Mean unit’s length

This parameter is required for
calculating the loading and
unloading time

Number of TEUs

Port connections – Maritime and railway routes
Number of maritime traffic
routes
Number of railway traffic
directions

Number of origins and
destinations of traffic served by
terminal
Number of origins and
destinations of traffic served by
terminal

Mean Operative Times
Mean time for locomotive
coupling [min]

This parameter is required for
calculating the waiting time before
the loading and unloading
operation on ship

Terminal procedures
Number of operative locos
Terminal layout with
dimensions

A

S

Mean time for ship docking [min]

It is the operative time for
changing locomotive

Terminal procedures

A

S

Terminal procedures

A

S

Terminal procedures

A

S

Technical data on transfer
equipment
Lifting height under transtainers
Lifting height in stocking area
not covered by transtainers

A

S

A

S

Terminal procedures

A

S

Time for ITU data exchange (unit
on the ship) [min]
Time for ITU data exchange (unit
on the train) [min]
Mean time of unit pick up by
transfer devices [min]

Mean time of unit drop off by
transfer devices [min]
Time for transfer planning (unit
on the ship) [min]

CAPACITY4RAIL

It is the operative time for data
exchange of intermodal transport
unit on the ship
It is the operative time for data
exchange of intermodal transport
unit on the train
It is the time between the
placement of transfer devices
(spreader of Container crane,
RMG, RTG, reach stacker, etc.) to
grab the ITU
It is the time between the
placement of transfer devices
(spreader of Container crane,
RMG, RTG, reach stacker, etc.) to
release of ITU
It is the time during which the
vehicle (ship and train) remains in
check-in area, after the data
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exchange, waiting for starting the
transhipment

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

Mean Operative Speeds

Mean longitudinal transfer speed
of transfer equipment [m/min]
Mean transversal transfer speed
f transfer equipment [m/min]
Mean vertical transfer speed of
transfer equipment [m/min]

It is the longitudinal speed of
Container crane, RMG or RTG and
speed for other transfer
equipment (reach stackers,
forklifts, etc.)
It is the transversal speed for
transfer equipment, only for
Container crane, RMG and RTG
It is the transversal speed for
transfer equipment, only for
Container crane, RMG and RTG

Technical data on transfer
equipment
Terminal operational rules
Technical data on transfer
equipment
Terminal operational rules
Technical data on transfer
equipment
Terminal operational rules

Mean internal trailer speed
[km/h]

It is the maximum speed allowed
for trailers inside the terminal

Terminal operational rules

A

S

Mean internal train speed [km/h]

It is the maximum speed allowed
for trains inside the terminal

Terminal operational rules

A

S

Mean internal ship speed [nodes]

It is the maximum speed allowed
for ships inside the port

Navigation procedures

A

S

Layout data
Mean distance from the waiting
area outside the port to the port
dock [m]

This parameter is required for
calculating the waiting time before
the loading and unloading
operation on ship

Terminal layout with
dimensions e.g. File DWG
format (scale drawing)

A

S

Mean distance between the port
dock to stocking area [m]

This parameter is required for
calculating the stocking time

Terminal layout with
dimensions e.g. File DWG
format (scale drawing)

A

S

Mean distance between the
departure signal of the station
and the railway transhipment
area [m]

This parameter is required for
calculating the train’s travel time

Terminal layout with
dimensions e.g. File DWG
format (scale drawing)

A

S

Mean distance from tracks to
stocking area [m]

This parameter is required for
calculating the ITU transfer time

A

S

Number of docks

This parameter is required for
calculating the ITU transfer time

A

S

Number of tracks in transit area

This parameter is required for
calculating the ITU transfer time

A

S

A

S

Terminal layout with
dimensions e.g. File DWG
format (scale drawing)
Terminal layout with
dimensions e.g. File DWG
format (scale drawing)
Terminal layout with
dimensions e.g. File DWG
format (scale drawing)

Transhipment Equipment
Number of transfer equipment
(Portainer, RMG and RTG, reach
stackers, forklifts, etc.)

CAPACITY4RAIL

This parameter is required for
calculating the ITU transfer time

PUBLIC

Technical data on transfer
equipment
Terminal operational rules
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This parameter is required for
calculating the ITU transfer time

-

A

S

Others Parameters
Number of operators on the
tracks

This parameter is required for
calculating the data exchange time
(for manual procedure)

Terminal Procedure

A

S

Number of gates

Gate for check-in and check-out

Terminal layout

A

S

Operative procedures for
transhipment

Direct (Ship – Train)
Indirect (Train – Storage – Ship)

Terminal Procedure

S

Identification of operative areas

Localization of the areas (storage,
transhipment to/from rail and
road) on the terminal layout.

Terminal schematic layout
Overview only, more details
required

S

T ABLE 5: K EY INPUT PAR AMETERS FOR

Definition

THE CALCULATION OF PERFORMAN CES IN A MARSHALLING YARD

Description

Alternative Data

Method

Average Interval between arrivals and departures
Mean time between 2 arriving
trains [min]
Mean time between 2 departing
trains [min]

It is the average time between
the arrival and the departure of 2
successive trains in the yard.

Number of trains incoming and
outgoing for a period of time as
long as possible (e.g.: 1 year)

S
S

Flow Data
Mean number of wagons per
incoming and outgoing trains
Mean number of wagons per
group of wagons
Mean number of trains daily
treated
Mean number of wagons to be
shunted (compared to the total)
Mean mass towed of incoming
trains [t]
Mean mass towed prescribed of
outgoing trains [t]

This parameter is required for
calculating the length of trains to
shunt.
This parameter is required for
calculating the length of group of
wagons to shunt.
This parameter is required for
calculating some waiting times
within the yard.
This parameter is required for
calculating the re-ordering time.
This parameter is required for
calculating the preparation time
before the throwing.
This parameter is required for
calculating the waiting time in the
departure sidings.

Mean length of a train
Mean length of a wagon

A

S

Mean length of a group of
wagons
Mean length of a wagon
Number of trains incoming and
outgoing for a period of time as
long as possible (e.g.: 1 year)

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

Mean gross mass of a wagon
Mean number of wagons per
incoming trains
Mean gross mass of a wagon
Mean number of wagons per
outgoing trains

Yard connections – Railway routes

CAPACITY4RAIL
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directions
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Number of origins and
destinations of the traffic through
the yard.

Matrix O/D of flow trains
A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

Mean Operative Times
Mean time to receive orders from
the marshalling yard control office
[min]
Mean time between throwing
[min]
Mean time lost in the reception
sidings [min]
Mean time lost in the direction
sidings [min]
Mean time for the preparation of
a wagon in the reception sidings
[min]
Mean time for the preparation of
a wagon in the direction sidings
[min]
Mean needed time for
acceleration from throwing speed
to mean speed in the point
switches area [s]
Working hours of the yard [h]
Mean interruption time for
breakdowns [min]
Mean scheduled interruption
[min]

This parameter is required for
calculating the waiting time
before the manoeuvers.
This parameter is required for
calculating the maximum
potential of the hump.
It is the waiting time for
documents exchange and train
identification.
It is the waiting time before the
transfer in the successive siding.

Yard Procedure
Yard layout with dimension

It is the operative time for
wagons uncoupling.

Yard Procedure

It is the operative time for
wagons coupling.

Yard Procedure

Yard Procedure
Yard Procedure

This parameter is required for
calculating the running time of
the wagons.
It is the working day time of the
yard.

Yard Procedure

This parameter is required for
calculating the daily maximum
potential of the hump.
This parameter is required for
calculating the daily maximum
potential of the hump.
Mean Operative Speeds

Mean speed for group of wagons
throwing [m/s]

It is the wagons humping speed.

Mean speed for group of wagons
shunting [m/s]

It is the wagons shunting speed.

Mean speed along the generic
direction sidings track [m/s]

It is the individual wagons speed
in the direction sidings.

Yard Procedure

Mean speed in the point switches
area [m/s]

It is the wagons speed from the
bottom of the hump to the
beginning of the direction sidings.
It is the individual shunting
locomotive speed.

Yard Procedure

Mean shunting locomotive speed
[m/s]

CAPACITY4RAIL
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Layout data
Mean distance from the top of the
hump to the beginning of the
direction sidings [m]
Mean distance from the direction
sidings to the departure sidings
[m]
Number and length of operative
tracks of the reception sidings [m]
Number and length of operative
tracks of the direction sidings [m]
Number and length of operative
tracks of the re-ordering sidings
[m]
Number and length of operative
tracks of the departure sidings [m]
Profile of the hump

This parameter is required for
calculating the running time of
the wagons.
This parameter is required for
calculating the running time of
the wagons.
This parameter is required for
calculating the capacity of the
yard.
This parameter is required for
calculating the capacity of the
yard.
This parameter is required for
calculating the capacity of the
yard.
This parameter is required for
calculating the capacity of the
yard.
This parameter is required for
calculating the capacity of the
yard.

Yard layout with dimension e.g.
File DWG format (scale
drawing)
Yard layout with dimension e.g.
File DWG format (scale
drawing)
Yard layout with dimension e.g.
File DWG format (scale
drawing)
Yard layout with dimension e.g.
File DWG format (scale
drawing)
Yard layout with dimension e.g.
File DWG format (scale
drawing)
Yard layout with dimension e.g.
File DWG format (scale
drawing)
Yard layout with dimension e.g.
File DWG format (scale
drawing)

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S

A

S
S

Equipment and others parameters
Number and type of shunting
locomotives
Number and type of hump
retarders
Number of operators per function
Working days of the yard

Closing days of the yard
(disaggregated by cause)
Annual cost of brake maintenance

4.3.1 I N T E R M ODA L

This parameter is required for
calculating the mean time
between wagons throwing.
This parameter is required for
calculating the type of brake and
the breaking capacity.
It is the number workers of the
yard divided for different
functions.
This parameter is required for
calculating the number of wagons
in transit through the yard
annually.
This parameter is required for
calculating the incidence of
various causes on closing of the
yard.
This parameter is required for
calculating the convenience of the
brakes typology.

R A I L T O R O A D TE R M I NA L I N

A

S

Yard layout
S
Operative Yard Procedure
S
Yard Procedure
S
Total closing days of the yard
S

S

M UNIC H R I E M

The first case study selected for the pilot applications of methods and models and the evaluation of
future scenarios is the terminal located in Munich Riem, operated by the DB owned company DUSS.
The main features of Riem terminal (figure 18) are:
•
•

5 arrivals railway tracks in the holding area for arrivals;
3 operative modules;
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14 operative railway tracks for loading/unloading;
6 truck lanes;
8 storage lanes;
6 gantry cranes (type rail mounted RMG).

F IGURE 18: R IEM TERMINAL

To meet the different operational and legal requirements for trains and trucks the terminal includes
various operational zones where different processes occurs:
•
•
•
•
•

Truck arrival zone for check-in;
Truck departure zone for check-out;
Handling zone for transhipment;
Train arrival/departure zone for shunting;
Office zone for booking, verifying and customs support, etc.

4.3.2 I NTE RM ODAL

TE RM INALS IN

A NT W ERP

The set of road-rail terminals considered as case studies includes also three intermodal terminals
located in Antwerp proposed by the Newcastle University (UNEW), which collected a large part of input
data during a visit in July 2015: Combinant, Hupac and Zomerweg.
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These terminals have been included in the case study set and they contributed to the validation of
methods and models, though the assessment of their future scenarios is presently ongoing and the
results will feed Deliverable 2.3.2.
For each terminal, an interview with the managing director allowed discussing the template of key
input parameters and splitting them into subsections: average interval between arrivals, intermodal
transport units-flows, terminal connections-railway routes, mean operative times, mean operative
speeds, layouts, transhipment equipment and others.
Antwerp Combinant
From a meeting with Ben Beirnaert, it emerges that Combinant is an open access terminal, for
intermodal transport, which opened in 2010.
Combinant is a joint venture between Hupac, Hoyer & BASF supported by both the European and
Flemish Governments.
In figures, it includes:
•
•
•
•

5 rail tracks;
3 rail mounted gantries (RMG);
10 till 12 trains per day;
150,000 units on a yearly base.

Combinant carries out services for:
•
•
•
•
•

Containers;
Dangerous goods;
Power supply (Reefer);
Semitrailers;
Swap bodies.

As this terminal is quite recently developed, it has technologies such as EDI to ensure efficient
operation and is in the process of constructing a fast lane for truck access from administrative check
to handle continue and rapid operations.
Hupac Terminal Antwerp (HTA)
From a meeting with Dirk Fleerakkers emerges HTA is an intermodal road-rail terminal operated by
Hupac and managed by DP World.
In figures, it includes:
•
•
•
•

3 Rail Mounted Gantry cranes;
4 rail tracks;
235 trucks daily 6am-9pm;
Train arrival/departure on average every 6 hours.
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HAT carries out services for:
•
•
•

Containers;
Semitrailers;
Swap Bodies.

A point of interest, currently only 2/3 cranes are in use, indicating scope for an increase in demand.
Antwerp Zomerweg
From a meeting with Lieven Vanderheyden emerges that Antwerp Zomerweg is an intermodal road
rail terminal managed by Inter Ferry Boats.
In figures, it includes:
•
•
•

5 trains a day (on average);
4 rail tracks;
2 cranes & 2 straddle carriers per shift.

Zomerweg terminal can carry out services for:
•
•
•

Containers;
Semitrailer;
Swap Bodies.

4.3.3 P R I N C I P E F E LI P E

R A I LWA Y T ER M I N A L I N

V A L EN C I A

P O RT

The Port of Valencia’s Principe Felipe Railway Terminal has been the selected case study for sea-rail
terminals.
Description of the Railway terminal
The railway terminal of the dock Principe Felipe is located in the Southeast part of the public container
terminal.
Some of the most relevant characteristics of the terminal are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total area: 50.000 m2;
Loading/unloading area with 4 railway tracks;
Extra railway track to perform the manoeuvres of the locomotive;
Electrified railway tracks until the loading/unloading area;
Two road access to the railway terminal;
Two storage areas with 9,000 and 20,000 m 2.

The equipment and machinery utilised in the loading and unloading processes does not operate
exclusively in the railway terminal.
RTGs, reach stackers and other equipment needed in the railway terminal return to the public
container terminal once the loading/unloading operations have finished.
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The capacity of the railway terminal depends upon three main parameters: the number of trains per
day that can access to the terminal, the storage area in the railway terminal and finally the level of
performance of the loading and unloading equipment and operations.
According to several analysis carried out, the equipment is the limiting factor of the actual capacity in
the railway terminal of the port of Valencia.
Railway Terminal Operation
The railway terminal is divided into two storage areas where the containers are stacked (24h
maximum) before they can be loaded onto a train.
Once the train is in the correct railway track, a RTG gets in the terminal and then places over the 4
railway tracks leaving enough space for a truck.
In general, containers loading and unloading operations require one RTG, one reach stacker and one
or more trucks.
The Figure shows a scheme of the loading/unloading process and the different steps followed in the
operation are:
1. The reach stacker picks the container from the storage area and drop it over the truck;
2. The truck moves the container and places next to the train, below the RTG;
3. The RTG picks the container from the truck and drop it on the rightful wagon of the train.

F IGURE 19: SCHEME

OF LOADING AND UNLOADING PROCESS APPLIED IN THE

V ALENCIA TERMINAL

In the unloading operation, the process is reverse.
Trains of less than 600m towed by diesel locomotives can enter directly to the port; otherwise, they
must previously stop in the Fuente San Luis (FSL) station that provides shunting services for sea-rail
operations.
In the FSL station, it is also possible to change electric locomotives to diesel locomotives in order to
enter in the port.
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ADIF provides (as shunting operator) diesel locomotives to the electric trains but it is mandatory to
carry out a brake test before access in the port area.
The diesel locomotive returns to the FSL station once the train arrives to the railway terminal to start
the loading/unloading operations.
When the train is loaded and ready to departure, the FSL send a diesel locomotive to the railway
terminal and carry out a brake test.
Once in the FSL, the train changes to an electric locomotive and before departure do a brake test again.
The maximum train length allowed in the railway terminal is 463 m and for longer trains is needed an
authorization from the APV.
Usually, in order to access to the port without the authorization, they split the trains in FSL station and
rebuild them to the original length once the trains have left the port.
In FSL station, the operators split the trains and divide them when the destinations of the containers
are different inside the port of Valencia (different terminals).
The time needed to split and rebuild the trains is around 30 min for each operation.
The distance between the FSL station and the terminal is 3.5 km.
The speed is limited to 30 km/h and then to 10 km/h near the access gate to the port.
Light signalling and crossing gates protect an intersection with the road network next to the port
entrance.
A 25 m length siding is located a few meters before the railway terminal.
The total duration of the route is 20 minutes.
Connection between the terminal and the FSL station
The FSL station is located in the southern part of Valencia and connects the port with the railway
network.
The railway access to the Port of Valencia is by a double-electrified railway track with Iberian gauge.
The access connects the port with the FSL station but also with the railway line Valencia-Tarragona.
The distance between the access gate to the port and the FSL station is 1.5 km and then 2 km more to
the railway terminal located in the public container terminal (Figure 2).
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F IGURE 19: A CCESS FROM FSL STATION TO THE P ORT OF V ALENCIA

Otherwise, the distances between the FSL station and the other terminals of the port of Valencia are
5.5 km until the dock of Levante, 7.3 km until the North dock and finally 8.4 km until the East dock.
The train access from the FSL station to the railway terminal is limited.
The maximum number of trains that can enter/exit daily to the terminal is 10 from Mondays to Fridays
and just 5 on Saturdays.
During the day, the trains can enter/exit to the port from 6:30 to 14:15 and then from 14:30 to 21:30.
General layout of port rail infrastructures
The Principe Felipe’s dock is located at the South of the port of Valencia and counts with a container
terminal of more than one million square metres of operative surface (figures 21 and 22).
The railway infrastructure consists of five tracks coming from the right branch of the main line coming
into the Port area by double track (entrance/exit).
The basic data of these five tracks are here below.
Track 101
• Total length: 773.70 m;
• Useful length: 626.80 m;
• Shunting neck: 42.70 m;
• Ballast until PK 1+122 with sleeper PR90 an rail UIC54;
• Concrete slabs from PK1+122 with rail UIC54;
• Electrification: from PK 0+000 to PK 0+120.
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F IGURE 21: V ALENCIA POR T LAYOUT

F IGURE 20: P RIN CIPE F ELIPE RAILWAY TERMINAL

Track 102
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total length: 776.47 m;
Useful length: 629.50 m;
Shunting neck: 38.53 m;
Ballast until PK 0+140 with sleeper PR90 an rail UIC54;
Concrete slabs from PK 0+140 with rail UIC54;
Electrification: from PK 0+000 to 0+136.

Track 103
•

Total length: 814.10 m;
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Useful length: 614.90 m;
Shunting neck: 30.39 m;
Ballast until PK 0+178 with sleeper PR90 an rail UIC54;
Concrete slabs from PK 0+1780 with rail UIC54;
Electrification: from PK 0+000 to 0+175.

Track 104
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total length: 781.78 m;
Useful length: 617.88 m;
Shunting neck: 44.78 m;
Ballast until PK 0+132 with sleeper PR90 an rail UIC54;
Concrete slabs from PK 0+132 with rail UIC54;
Electrification: from PK 0+000 to 0+129.

Track 105
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total length: 824.35 m;
Useful length: 601.50 m;
Shunting neck: 134.73 m;
Ballast until PK 1+144 with sleeper PR90 an rail UIC54;
Concrete slabs from PK1+144with rail UIC54;
Electrification: from PK 0+000 to 0+141.

4.3.4 M AR S HALLI NG Y AR D

IN

H A LLS B ER G

Hallsberg Marshalling Yard is the largest marshalling yard in Sweden both in number of wagons
handled and surface extension.
The collection of data regarding Hallsberg Marshalling Yard consists of data regarding both the actual
plant area and the operations taking place within the marshalling yard.
Plant data is for instance length and number of tracks, number of hump retarders, gradient of tracks
and other data related to the plant facilities.
Operational data is for instance number of trains arriving, number of wagons shunted over the hump
and number of shunting locomotives operating at the yard.
The Swedish Transport Administration (TRV) is the owner of the Hallsberg Yard and responsible for
development and maintenance of the facilities.
The terminal operator, Green Cargo AB, conducts the operational and monitoring activities related to
how the wagons move through the yards.
This railway undertaking is operating all activities taking place within the yard: the RU employs
personnel shunting the wagons and operating the control tower, as well as owns the shunting
locomotives.
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Green Cargo AB is the only RU in Sweden operating SWL and thus the only RU in Sweden operating
marshalling yards.
Due to the configuration of the yard, there are some differences in how to handle trains and wagons
arriving from different directions (East and West).
As the owner of the Hallsberg marshalling yard and the main line tracks connected to the yard, TRV
has excellent data regarding the plant facilities and the number of trains arriving and departing from
it, which have fed the assessment methods and models.
Figures 23 and 24 show track length, gradients, number and types of braking equipment at the yard.

F IGURE 23: H ALLSBERG Y ARD SIMPLIFIED SCHEME

F IGURE 21: BRAKING EQUIPMEN T AT H ALLSBERG YARD

Specific data related to the operations taking place within the yard is however not always accessible
via TRV’s internal databases or the TRV regulations on instruction about activities of terminal
operators.
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Tables 6 and 7 report operational data that falls well within the expertise of TRV regarding time
consumption to prepare a train for shunting and dedicated tasks required before departure.
T ABLE 3: APPROXIMATE

TIME TO PREPARE A TRAIN FOR SHUNTING

T ABLE 4: DEDICATED TIME TO DIFFEREN T REQUIRED TASKS

BEFORE DEPAR TURE

Moreover, the RU had the courtesy of supplying TRV with some operational data, though only partially
covering the current information needs.
Due to this fact, TRV made some estimations and assumptions regarding specific operational activities
within the yard and is confident that these assumptions are well in line with actual data.

4.4 I DENTIFICATION

OF K EY PERFOR MANCE I NDICATORS BY TERM INAL

TYPOLOGY
In order to quantify the performances of the future terminals achieved by the implementation of
innovative operational measures and technologies, are useful Key Performances Indicators related to
the selected terminal typologies.
The main properties required for these indicators are:
•
•
•
•

Achievable by proposed methods and models;
Capable to synthetize the terminal performances;
Sensible to potential changes introduced by new technologies and innovation measures;
Related to different aspects (management, operation, organization and terminal layout).
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In total were processed 43 KPI (14 about road-rail, 14 about sea-rail and 15 about rail-rail) shown in
the following tables 8, 9 and 10.
T ABLE 8: R OAD -R AIL KEY PERFORMAN CES
Definition

INDICATORS

Description
Time period from the arrival of the freight unit (or
vehicle) to the terminal gate from road (an external
transport infrastructure) to the exit of the unit (or
vehicle) from the terminal towards road or railway
network.

Total Transit Time
(ITU)

=

•
•
•
•

+

TTRv =vehicle total transit time (train and truck);
TTRITU = Unit total transit time;
TW = waiting time;
TO = operational time.

Depend on:
• Road and railway network infrastructures and
transport services;
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.

Total Transit Time
(vehicle)

It is the average number of handling equipment,
engaged on a train during the handling time
(Equipment rate utilization in handling area).
•
•
Utilization Rate of
Handling
Equipment

•

=

•

Er = Utilization Rate of Handling Equipment;
nETr = number of handling equipment employed
per train;
nE = total number of handling equipment
available in handling area;
Th = handling (loading/unloading) time.

Depend on:
• Handling technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.

Utilization Rate of
Storage ITU

=

+

(

)

It is the influence of the number of intermodal units,
which transit within terminal, on the storage area
capacity.
• S ITU, i = utilization rate of ITU storage area;
• n ITUin = number of incoming ITUs in terminal;
• n ITUs (i-1) = number of stored ITUs;
• n ITUout = number of departing ITUs from the
terminal;
• T = time gap (day, week, month or year);
• Cs max = maximum storage capacity;
• i = i –Th, time gap.

−

Depend on:
• External infrastructures and transport services;
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
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• Flow of ITU handled in the terminal.
It is the energy consumption of handling equipment
per ITU.
• Ec (v) = energy consumption of handling
equipment per vehicle;
• n ITU (v) = number of intermodal transport units
per vehicle.

( )
( )

)=

Depend on:
• ITU Throughput
• Technologies;
• Number of handling equipment;
• Operational rules

Energy
Consumption
rate

It is the energy consumption of Terminal area
compared to its surface: e.g., terminal lighting, office
consumption.
• C = energy consumption of terminal;
• S = terminal area.

( )=

Equipment
Performance

Equipment haul

Truck Waiting Rate

Terminal
Occupancy

CAPACITY4RAIL

=

Depend on:
• ITU Throughput
• Technologies;
• Number of handling equipment;
• Operational rules.
It is the potentiality of handling equipment.
• n ITU = number of handled intermodal transport
unit;
• h = hour.

ℎ

Depend on:
• Handling technologies;
• Skills of the equipment operator(s).
It is the influence of train length onto the length
path covered by handling equipment.
• Eh = equipment haul;
• L tr = train length;
• Er = length route for handling equipment in
handling area.

ℎ=

Depend on:
• Handling technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.
It is the influence of handling time of train onto the
waiting time of truck.
•
= Truck waiting rate;
• t Train = handling time of train;
• Twt = truck waiting time.

=

Depend on:
• Handling technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.
It describes the terminal capacity in terms of number
of vehicles in the queue divided by the number of
vehicles within the terminal.
• n Vq = number of vehicles in the queue;

=
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n V = number of vehicles within terminal
Depend of
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.
It is a “Maintainability indicator” of the terminal
equipment.
• n Mc = maintenance cycles of terminal
equipment per year;
• n ITU = number of handled ITU per year.
•

Maintainability
indicator

Reliability indicator

System utilization
rate

Personnel
distribution rate

CAPACITY4RAIL

=

=

(

Depend on:
• ITU Throughput;
• Technologies;
• Number of handling equipment;
• Operational rules.

+

)

=

It is a “Reliability indicator” of the terminal, which
takes into account of interruptions caused by
equipment failures or external events (e.g. bad
weather conditions).
• n IEE = number of interruptions for external
events per year;
• n IB = number of interruptions for terminal
equipment failures per year;
• n ITU = number of handling ITU per year.
Depend on:
• ITU Throughput;
• Technologies;
• Number of handling equipment;
• Operational rules.
It is the queueing theory basic formula. It is useful to
measure the correct sizing of different sidings.
•
= system utilization;
•
= average rate of arrivals;
•
= average rate of served.
Depend on:
• External infrastructures and transport services;
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.
It is the personnel distribution. It is useful to
measure the number of employees required in an
intermodal rail - road terminal, divided for different
operations and the possible personnel reduction.
•
= personnel distribution;
•
= number of terminal employees;
•
= total number of the employees of the
yard.

=

Depend on:
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions;
• Training frequency and level.
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T ABLE 9: R AIL -R AIL KEY PER FORMANCE INDICATORS
Definition

Mean train
transit time

Description
It is the mean time period from the arrival of the
train to the marshalling yard from railway network
to the exit of the train from the marshalling yard to
the railway network.
•
= mean train transit time;
•
= partial time (waiting or operative time).

=

Depend on:
• Railway network;
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Yard dimensions.
It is the mean time period from the arrival of the
wagon to the marshalling yard from an external
transport infrastructure to the exit of the wagon
from the marshalling yard to an external transport
infrastructure.

Mean wagon
transit time

Arrival sidings
track utilization
factor

Direction
sidings track
utilization
factor

CAPACITY4RAIL

•
•

=

= mean wagon transit time;
= partial time (waiting or operative
time).

Depend on:
• External infrastructures and transport services;
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Yard dimensions.
It is the arrival sidings track utilization factor. It is
useful to measure the tracks adequacy to receive
new longer trains.
•
= arrival sidings track utilization factor;
•
= mean train length;
•
= mean arrival sidings track length.

=

Depend on:
• Trains length;
• Operational rules;
• Yard dimensions.
It is the direction sidings track utilization factor. It is
useful to measure the tracks adequacy to receive
new longer trains.
•
= direction sidings track utilization factor;
•
= mean train length;
•
= mean direction sidings track length.
Depend of:
• Trains length;
• Operational rules;

=
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•

Departure
sidings track
utilization
factor

Maximum flow
through the
yard

It is the departure sidings track utilization factor. It is
useful to measure the tracks adequacy to receive
new longer trains.
•
= departure sidings track utilization factor;
•
= mean train length;
•
= mean departure sidings track length.

=

=

−

Yard dimensions.

Depend on:
• Trains length;
• Operational rules;
• Yard dimensions.
It is the maximum daily flow through the yard. It is
useful to measure the effect of the interruptions on
the maximum number of wagons daily treated.
•
= maximum flow through the yard;
•
= maximum capacity of the hump;
•
= time interval;
•
= mean interruption time for breakdowns;

+

•

= mean scheduled interruption.

Depend on:
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Yard dimensions.

Mean number
of wagons in
the yard at the
same time

It is the mean number of wagons in the yard at the
same time.
•
= mean number of trains daily handled;
•
= time interval;
•
= mean wagon transit time.

=

Depend on:
• Operational rules;
• Yard dimensions.
It is the number of yard hump retarders. It is useful
to measure the convenience of the brakes typology.
•
= number of hump retarders.

Number of
hump retarders

Energy
consumption
rate

CAPACITY4RAIL

Depend on:
• Technologies;
• Operational rules.
It is the energy consumption of the yard compared
to its surface.
•
= energy consumption rate [kWh/m2];
• C = energy consumption of the yard [kWh];
• S = total surface of the yard [m2].

=

Depend on:
• Technologies;
• Number of shunting locomotives;
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•

Maintainability
indicator

Reliability
indicator

It is a “Maintainability indicator” of the yard
equipment.
•
= number of handled wagons per year;
•
= maintenance cycles of yard equipment
per year.

=

=

(

Operational rules (e.g. yard operative time).

Depend on:
• Technologies;
• Yard equipment;
• Operational rules.

+

)

It is a “Reliability indicator” of the yard, which takes
into account of interruptions caused by equipment
failures and/or external events (e.g. bad weather
conditions).
•
= number of handled wagons per year;
•
= number of interruptions for external
events per year.
•
= number of interruptions for equipment
failures per year
Depend on:
• Technologies;
• Yard equipment;
• Operational rules.

Personnel
distribution rate

Shunting
locomotives
automation rate

CAPACITY4RAIL

It is the personnel distribution. It is useful to
measure the number of employees required in a
marshalling yard divided for different operations and
the possible personnel reduction.
•
= personnel distribution;
•
= number of shunting employees;

=

•

= total number of the employees of the
yard.

Depend on:
•
Technologies;
•
Operational rules;
•
Yard dimensions;
•
Training frequency and level.
It is the shunting locomotives automation rate. It is
useful to measure the level of automation in
shunting operations.
•
= shunting locomotives automation rate;
•
= number of automatic shunting
locomotives;
•
= total number of shunting locomotives.

=

Depend on:
•
Technologies;
•
Operational rules;
•
Yard dimensions.
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It is the wagons automation rate. It is useful to
measure the level of automation in shunting
operations.
•
= wagons automation rate;
•
= number of automatic wagons;
•
= total number of wagons treated.

=

System
utilization rate

Depend on:
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Yard dimensions.
It is the queueing theory. It is useful to measure the
correct sizing of different sidings.
•
= system utilization;
•
= average rate of arrivals;
•
= average rate of served.

=

Depend on:
•
External infrastructures and transport services;
•
Technologies;
•
Operational rules;
•
Yard dimensions.

T ABLE 10: R AIL -S EA KEY PERFORMAN CE INDICATORS

Definition

Description
Time period from the arrival of the freight unit (or
vehicle) to the terminal gate from road (an external
transport infrastructure) to the exit of the unit (or
vehicle) from the terminal towards road or railway
network.
• TTRv =vehicle total transit time (train and truck);
• TTRITU = Unit total transit time;
• TW = waiting time;
• TO = operational time.

Total Transit Time
(ITU)

=

+

Total Transit Time
(vehicle)

Depend on:
• Road and railway network infrastructures and
transport services;
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.

Utilization Rate of
Handling
Equipment

It is the average number of handling equipment,
engaged on a train during the handling time
(Equipment rate utilization in handling area).
• Er = Utilization Rate of Handling Equipment;
• nETr = number of handling equipment employed
per train;

CAPACITY4RAIL
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•
•

nE = total number of handling equipment
available in handling area;
Th = handling (loading/unloading) time.

Depend on:
• Handling technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.

Utilization Rate of
Storage ITU

+

=

(

)

It is the influence of the number intermodal units,
which transit within terminal, on the storage area
capacity.
• S ITU, i = utilization rate of ITU storage area;
• n ITUin = number of incoming ITUs in terminal;
• n ITUs (i-1) = number of stored ITUs;
• n ITUout = number of departing ITUs from the
terminal;
• T = time gap (day, week, month or year);
• Cs max = maximum storage capacity;
• i = i –Th, time gap.

−

Depend on:
• External infrastructures and transport services;
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;

(

)=

( )
( )

Energy
Consumption
rate

Depend on:
• ITU Throughput
• Technologies;
• Number of handling equipment;
• Operational rules.
It is the energy consumption of Terminal area
compared to its surface: e.g., terminal lighting, office
consumption.
• C = energy consumption of terminal;
• S = terminal area.

( )=

CAPACITY4RAIL

• Flow of ITU handled in the terminal.
It is the energy consumption of handling equipment
per ITU.
• Ec (v) = energy consumption of handling
equipment per vehicle;
• n ITU (v) = number of intermodal transport units
per vehicle.

Depend on:
• ITU Throughput;
• Technologies;
• Number handling equipment;
• Operational rules.
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Performance

Equipment haul

Truck Waiting Rate

Terminal
Occupancy

Maintainability
indicator
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It is the potentiality of handling equipment.
• n ITU = number of handled intermodal transport
unit;
• h = hour.

ℎ

Depend on:
• Handling technologies;
• Skills of the equipment operator(s).
It is the influence of train length onto the length
path covered by handling equipment.
• Eh = equipment haul;
• L tr = train length;
• Er = length route for handling equipment in
handling area.

ℎ=

Depend on:
• Handling technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.
It is the influence of handling time of train onto the
waiting time of truck.
•
= Truck waiting rate;
• t Train = handling time of train;
• Twt = truck waiting time.

=

Depend on:
• Handling technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.
It describes the terminal capacity in terms of number
of vehicles in the queue divided by the number of
vehicles within the terminal.
• n Vq = number of vehicles in the queue;
• n V = number of vehicles within terminal.

=

Depend on:
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.
It is a “Maintainability indicator” of the terminal
equipment.
• n Mc = maintenance cycles of terminal
equipment per year;
• n ITU = number of handled ITU per year.

=

Depend on:
• ITU Throughput;
• Technologies;
• Number of handling equipment;
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•

Reliability indicator

System utilization
rate

Personnel
distribution rate

CAPACITY4RAIL

=

(

+

)

Operational rules.

It is a “Reliability indicator” of the terminal, which
takes into account of interruptions caused by
equipment failures or external events (e.g. bad
weather conditions).
• n IEE = number of interruptions for external
events per year;
• n IB = number of interruptions for terminal
equipment failures per year;
• n ITU = number of handling ITU per year.
Depend on:
• ITU Throughput;
• Technologies;
• Number handling equipment;
• Operational rules.
It is the queueing theory basic formula. It is useful to
measure the correct sizing of different sidings.
•
= system utilization;
•
= average rate of arrivals;
•
= average rate of served.

=

Depend on:
• External infrastructures and transport services;
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions.
It is the personnel distribution. It is useful to
measure the number of employees required in an
intermodal rail - road terminal, divided for different
operations and the possible personnel reduction.
•
= personnel distribution;
•
= number of terminal employees;

=

•

= total number of the employees of the yard.

Depend on:
• Technologies;
• Operational rules;
• Terminal dimensions;
• Training frequency and level.
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OF POTENTIAL FUTURE S CENARIOS BY TERM INAL

TYPOLOGY
To evaluate the real impact of the technological and management innovations introduced in the future
rail freight terminals the selected methods and models have to calculate the corresponding KPIs in
scenarios.
This will allow comparing the results of different combinations and temporal steps of the mentioned
innovations.
The first step has been to determine conventional time horizons, which, according to C4R’s general
scopes, are:
•
•
•

Present situation (common standards for differential comparison);
Year 2030 (including incremental changes);
Year 2050 (including radical system changes).

To each temporal scenario have been associated different levels of application of technologies and
operational measures identified in WP2.1 and better focused for vehicles in WP2.2.
Therefore, the common standards relate to today’s terminal, the incremental changes relate
conventionally to 2030 terminals and more radical system changes relate conventionally to 2050
terminals.
Hereafter are the operative and management elements considered improved in the three typologies
of Intermodal Terminals.
Road-Rail terminals
•
•

Handling Typology;
Handling Equipment:
o
o
o
o

In operative track,
In storage area,
Positioning and grab,
Devices for vertical handling;

•

Handling Layout:
o Track operative length;

•

Terminal Access - ICT technologies:
o ITU/Vehicle Identification and transport documentation exchange;

•

Internal Moving Vehicles:
o Locomotive;

•

Technological Systems:
o Control and security;
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Terminal Working Hour;
Conceptual Train Side layout;
Conceptual Horizontal Handling.

Rail Sea Terminal
•
•

Handling Typology;
Handling Equipment:
o In operative track,
o In storage area,
o Positioning and grab,
o Devices for vertical handling,

•

Handling Layout:
o Track operative length;

•

Terminal Access - ICT technologies
o ITU/Vehicle Identification and transport documentation exchange;

•

Internal Moving Vehicles:
o Locomotive;

•

Technological systems:
o Control and security;

•
•
•

Terminal working hour;
Conceptual Train Side layout;
Conceptual Horizontal Handling.

Marshalling Yard:
•

Rolling Stock Equipment:
o
o
o
o
o

•

Marshalling Yard layout:
o

•

Brakes,
Internal vehicle movement,
Speed regulation,
Coupling and decoupling,
Propulsion;

Track operative length;

Terminal Access ICT technologies:
o

CAPACITY4RAIL

Vehicle identification and transport documentation exchange.
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Any innovation have an impact on operational phases in terminals so that there are input parameters
influenced by each improved terminal element.
For example, about “Track operative length” related to “Handling Layout” the influenced input
parameters are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mean distance between holding track (rail) and handling area;
Number of transfer equipment;
Length of train;
Mean distance between rail track and handling;
Number of operative track;
Mean number of loading units per train.

A first cross-analysis allowed checking the reciprocal compatibility of innovations and reducing their
feasible combinations in scenarios.
Figure 25 shows a typical matrix used for this purpose.

F IGURE 25: C OMPATIBILI TY AM ONG NEW OPERATIONAL MEASU RES AND TECHNOLOGIES

The resulting compatible innovations are suitable to the progressive combination into effective
scenarios related to the reference time horizons.
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An extract of the proposal future scenarios of technologies and operational measurements for each
intermodal freight terminal typology are in Tables 11, Table and 13.
T ABLE 11: EXAMPLE OF FUTURE SCENARIO FOR R OAD -R AIL TERMINALS

Conceptual Layout – Train Side
Common standard

System change (2050)

A
A
E

B

C-1,2
B1

C1

E

C2

D

A – Line
B, B1 - Arrival
B2 - Departure

C1 - Check in
C2 - Check out

D - Holding
E - Operative

B2

Exit
Entry
Terminal area

Conceptual Horizontal Handling
Common standard

System change

T ABLE 12: EXAMPLE OF FUTURE SCENARIO FOR MARSHALLIN G YARDS

Rolling Stock Equipment 1
Common standard

Brakes

- manual controlled track
brakes and retarders
- automatic controlled track
brakes and retarders

Incremental change
(2030)

System change
(2050)

- automatic retarders [1]
- automatic brakes on
wagons

- automatic brakes on
wagons

Input Parameters Influenced
Mean number of trains daily treated
Mean time to receive orders from the marshalling yard control office [min]
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Mean time between throwing [min]
Mean time lost in the direction sidings [min]
Mean needed time for acceleration from throwing speed to mean speed in the point switches area [s]
Mean interruption time for breakdowns [min]
Mean speed for group of wagons throwing [m/s]
Mean speed along the generic direction sidings track [m/s]
Mean speed in the point switches area [m/s]
Number and type of hump retarders
Number of operators per function
Annual cost of brake maintenance

Rolling Stock Equipment 2
Common standard
Internal vehicle
movement

- diesel shunting
locomotives with driver

Incremental change
(2030)

System change
(2050)

- diesel shunting
locomotives with driver
- driverless locomotives [2]

- driverless
locomotives [2]

Input Parameters Influenced
Mean number of trains daily treated
Mean time to receive orders from the marshalling yard control office [min]
Mean time between throwing [min]
Mean speed for group of wagons shunting [m/s]
Mean shunting locomotive speed [m/s]
Number and type of shunting locomotives
Number of operators per function

T ABLE 13: EXAMPLE OF FUTURE SCENARIO FOR S EA -R AIL TERMI NALS

Intermodal Freight Terminal Rail - Sea
Today´s common standard, incremental change and system change.

Handling Typology
Common
standard

Incremental change
(2030)

System change (2050)

- indirect and direct

- mainly direct

- faster and fully direct

Input Parameters Influenced
Mean time of unit pick up by transfer devices [min]
Mean time of unit drop off by transfer devices [min]
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Mean longitudinal transfer speed of transfer equipment [m/min]
Mean transversal transfer of transfer equipment [m/min]
Number of transfer equipment
Number of operators on the tracks
Number of operative lanes (rail and storage)

Handling Equipment 1

H.E. in operative
track

Common
standard

Incremental change
(2030)

System change (2050)

- transtainer and
reach stacker or
forklift
- few systems for
horizontal transfer

- fast transtainer
- more systems for
horizontal transfer [1], [2],
[3], [4]

- automated fast transtainer
with moving train [4]
- automated systems for
horizontal and parallel
handling [1], [2], [3], [4]

Input Parameters Influenced
Mean time of unit pick up by transfer devices [min]
Mean time of unit drop off by transfer devices [min]
Mean longitudinal transfer speed of transfer equipment [m/min]
Mean transversal transfer of transfer equipment [m/min]
Number of transfer equipment
Number of operators on the tracks
Number of operative rail lanes

4.6 P ILOT

APPLIC ATION OF M ETHODS TO VAL IDATE THEM ON CAS E
STUDI ES

Figure 26 represents schematically the process for the validation of methods and models and their
pilot applications.

F IGURE 26: SCHEMATIC PROCESS FOR VALIDATION AND PILOT APPLICATION OF M ETH ODS AND MODELS
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INLAND TE RM INAL IN

M UN IC H R IEM

In this part are presented the key performance indicators results, obtained using both the analytical
method and the simulation model on the Road-Rail Munich Riem terminal case study, with a good level
of correspondence (Table 14), and the achieved level of accuracy in comparison with the present
situation represented by two validation parameters (Figure 27).
T ABLE 5: VALUES OF KPI CAL CULATED BY ANALYTICAL METHOD AND SIMULATION M ODEL FOR M UNICH R IEM

KPI

ANALYTICAL METHOD

SIMULATION MODEL

Truck-Train = 3.45
Train-Truck = 2.86

Truck-Train = 2.73
Train-Truck = 2.43

Train = 3.37
Truck = 0.80

Train = 2.30
Truck = 0.63

Energy Consumption [kWh]

9.96

7.73

Equipment Performance [ITU/h]

15.15

13.00

1

1

7%

9%

Train = 78%
Truck = 33%

Train = 61%
Truck = 38%

Total Transit Time of ITU [h]
Total Transit Time of Vehicles [h]

Equipment haul [m/m]
Truck Waiting Rate
System utilization rate

Due to the lack of some input data, it was not possible to calculate all KPI identified in section 4.4.
Moreover, the selection of validation parameters was basing on the amount and the reliability of data
available for today’s reference situation.
The selected validation parameters are:
•
•

Number of units handled per year;
Truck dwelling time.

The accuracy obtained in comparison with average real world data (6 years) is 87% with reference to
the yearly number of handled ITU and 99% with reference to the truck dwelling time.
The results highlight that the model provides with a good reproduction of terminal operation and
seems to be a solid basis for future scenarios simulation.
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Truck dwelling time

Number of units handled [Year]
350 000

30

300 000

25

Time [min]

Number

250 000
200 000
150 000

20
15

100 000
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50 000

5

0

0
39_2014 40_2014 41_2014 42_2014

Mean
value

Obtained
value

Calendar week

Assumed Data
Year

F IGURE 27: E S TIMATION OF ACCURACY

4.6.2 M AR S HALLI NG

Y AR D IN

OF SIMULATION ’ S RESULTS FOR

M UNICH R IEM

H A LLS B ER G

Figure 15 shows the results of the comparative application of analytical method and simulation model
to Hallsberg marshalling yard, basing on provided data and assumptions for not available data.
T ABLE 6: VALUES OF KPI CAL CULATED BY ANALYTICAL METHOD AND SIMULATION M ODEL FOR H ALLSBERG

KPI

ANALYTICAL METHOD

SIMULATION MODEL

Mean wagon transit time [h]

23.70

4.57

Arrival sidings track utilization factor

63%

63%

Direction sidings track utilization factor

70%

70%

Departure sidings track utilization factor

62%

62%

36

36

84%

45%

Number of hump retarders
System utilization rate

In this case too, it was not possible to calculate a certain amount of KPIs due to the lack of key input
data and reliable assumptions.
There is a significant difference in the mean wagon transit time and, consequently, in the system
utilization rate.
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This difference is possibly because the analytical method tends systematically to overestimate this
time; therefore, the simulation seems to provide a more realistic value.
Finally, the validation of the simulation model was basing on the comparison of the number of wagons
monthly treated obtained through simulation with the average value of a series of real data calculated
over 8 years.
The obtained accuracy is 85.6%, which confirms that the value of mean wagon transit time obtained
by simulation is almost close to reality (Fel! Hittar inte referenskälla.).

Wagons shunted monthly
30000
25000

Wagons

20000
15000
10000
5000
0
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2014

Year
F IGURE 28: E S TIMATION OF ACCURACY

4.6.3 P R I N C I P E F E LI P E

Mean
Value

OF SIMULATION ’ S RESULTS FOR

R A I L TE R M I N A L I N

V A LE N C I A

Value
Obtained

H ALLSBERG

PORT

Starting from the input data provided by ValenciaPort Foundation (VPF), it has been possible to apply
comparatively analytical method and simulation models to the rail terminal in the port of Valencia
(Table 16).
For Principe Felipe Terminal too, it was not possible to calculate some KPI due to the lack of necessary
data.
The simulation has been validated taking into consideration the number of train obtained as result of
the simulation of an operative period of seven continuous days and comparing these results with the
data provided by VPF.
The accuracy is very high (almost total correspondence), basing on the fact that 4 trains per day are
loaded and unloaded, both in the simulated process and in the real operation of the terminal for a set
of 8 seven days reference periods.
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T ABLE 7: VALUES OF KPI CAL CULATED BY ANALYTICAL METHOD AND SIMULATION M ODEL FOR V ALENCIA

KPI

Total Transit Time of ITU [h]

Total Transit Time of vehicles [h]

Energy Consumption [kWh]

Equipment Performance [ITU/h]

Equipment haul [m/m]
System utilization rate

ANALYTICAL METHOD

SIMULATION MODEL

Ship-Train = 40.64

Ship-Train = 15.20

Train-Ship = 15.33

Train-Ship = 17.26

Train = 4.94

Train = 3.53

Ship = 8.96

Ship = 7.10

Reach Stacker = 16.79

Reach Stacker = 16.79

Portainer = 208,33

Portainer = 208.33

Portainer = 20.0

Portainer = 23,1

Reach stacker = 35.0

Reach stacker = 18.5

RTG = 12.0

RTG = 23.5

0.60

0.50

Train = 25%

Train = 96%

Ship = 39%

Ship = 57%

4.7 M EASURABLE

ACHIEVEMENTS AND INNOVATIONS IN AN INTERMODAL
LOGISTIC CHA IN

This chapter aims at providing the main measurable elements within an intermodal transport chain
that can affect the operational and management phase.
Figure 29 illustrates typical measurable elements for nodes and links processes of an intermodal
transport chain, from the shipper to the receiver.
At the consignee, the freight is subject to the local processes of loading and mounting of unit loads to
trucks for further transport to an intermodal terminal.
Main local processes at the terminal include positioning of the truck, internal movements of unit loads,
transhipment to rail wagons and shunting of rail wagons.
Either the rail transport is to a maritime or a land based intermodal terminal, where commonly occur
the same processes as in the originating terminal, but at a reversed order.
The processes are quite similar regards of the terminal typology but the indicators exhibit different
values as exemplified by the following case study.
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F IGURE 22: E XAMPLES
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OF MEASURABLE ELEMENTS IN AN IN TERMODAL TRANSPORT CHAIN .

After the unloading procedure at the terminal, the unit load is either stored or immediately transferred
to a distribution truck bound for its final destination.
For the latter option, the end terminal acts as a direct router for the unit load.
As illustrated by figure 30 the categories of input data required for the Intermodal Transport Cost
Model (ITCM) developed at KTH (Kordnejad, 2014) are bisectional, where one part represents the
supply, i.e. the evaluated transport chain, and the other part represents the transport demand.

F IGURE 23: THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

OF I NTERMOD AL

T R ANSPORT C OS T M ODEL (ITCM)

The design of ITCM, as for any model, involves the fundamental decision, which factors to include in
the model and at which level of detail, depending on model objectives.
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Following the objectives of this study, the core of the model consists of three main components: rail
operations, road haulage and terminal handling.
The conceptual framework of ITCM consists of parallel and serial processes involved with allocating
the shipper’s transport demand to a given transport chain design.
This process consists of two main phases: generating an initial plan that matches the constraints of the
demand and to process the demand and supply in the three integrated cost modules generating
outputs generated per unit load.
The default unit loads for the calculations is a twenty feet equivalent unit (TEU) and EURO-pallets.
The latter is used as it is it the smallest unit in the European Modular System (EMS) and hence a flexible
and precise unit.
The intermodal assignment based on route tree consists of the following basic steps (Ortuzar and
Illumsen, 2004):
•
•
•
•
•

Generation of direct route legs between all origin and destinations using a unimodal
search;
Generation of route legs between transfer points using a unimodal search;
Construction of route tree;
Calculation of costs for all routes and transfer points;
Distribution of demand on routes.

The total transport cost (TTC) for a combined transport chain would take the following general form:
TTC = RC + HC + TC

(6)

Were:
•
•
•

RC = total cost generated by the main haul i.e. rail operations;
HC = total cost for road haulage consisting of pre- and post-haulage to terminals;
TC = total cost for terminal handling, derived from the estimated cost per unit load for each
type of terminal.

4.7.1 I N DI C A T O R S

T O C H A RAC T E R IS E T HE I NT ER M O DA L T R A NS P O RT C H A IN

There are indicators for the measurable elements of transporting unit loads in an intermodal
transport chain.
Measurements for different kinds of intermodal transport chains in the following case study,
according to the proposed typologies with focus on the terminal handling.
The indicators that characterize the measureable elements and that will be accounted and analysed
in the case study are:
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Costs;
Time consumption;
Quality;
Energy consumption and GHG emissions.

Cost
The costs, calculated by the supply and cost models illustrated in figure 30, are comparable with price
information obtained from different actors in the transport chain.
A special terminal cost model is able to calculate the different scenarios basing on detailed cost and
emission estimations (Nelldal, 2012) (Kordnejad, 2014) with a focus on the terminal handling.
Time consumption
The total transportation time is composed of running times between sites and the service times at
these sites.
The time for loading and unloading depends on the amount of handled cargo, vehicle and unit load
type and site-specific attributes (e.g. equipment, layout and labour).
A dwell time function takes the form, by default, of a linear function increasing with the amount of
delivered goods where the loading time per unit is site or vehicle type specific.
Moreover, time windows create planning requisites and capacity constraints for inbound and
outbound flows.
Thus longer delivery time by intermodal transport is not necessarily a disturbance, as long as they are
on time according to the plan, albeit longer delivery times lead to higher capital costs in route
operations.
Energy consumption and GHG emissions
The energy consumption is measurable or calculated for the train, the shunting engines and terminal
equipment and feeder trucks.
It is transformable into GHG-emissions depending on the energy sources and the corresponding
emission factor.
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is the predominant greenhouse gas (GHG) emitted by motor vehicles and is
directly related to the amount of fuel consumed by vehicles.
Vehicles also emit other GHGs, including methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and hydro fluorocarbons
(HFCs).
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In this study, an activity-based approach for estimation of CO2 emissions is the main methodology,
expressed by formula (7).
E (CO2) = EC x EF (CO2)

(7)

Where:
•
•
•

E(CO2)= CO2 emissions by mode/transhipment technology;
EC = Energy consumption by mode/transhipment technology;
EF (CO2) = CO2 emission factor by energy source.

Quality
For shippers to consider intermodal transportation as a feasible alternative, they must be convinced
of meeting of their specific requirements for inbound and outbound transport.
A number of studies based on surveys and data analysis (e.g. Lundberg, 2010) regarding these
requirements stated their importance, particularly of the most influential: cost, transportation time,
reliability, punctuality, flexibility, frequency and environmental impact.
Thus, the essential qualitative factors are reliability, punctuality, flexibility and frequency.
In addition, transport related damages of goods and resources are a qualitative factor that shippers
consider important, with risk for damage depending upon different kinds of handling equipment.
However, it is not only these requirements that the shippers base their choice upon: the perception of
the performance of the modes and services can have an even higher impact on the overall decisionmaking process (Bektas and Crainic, 2007).
The mode choice decision is also usually a long-term decision as contracts between shippers and
carriers last for years and altering these relations usually generates a cost.
Thus, the quality of intermodal transport, in specific regarding reliability and punctuality, has to be a
feasible alternative, no matter what price applies.
Hence, testing and validation in demonstration projects are essential, especially when considering
novel technologies e.g. vehicles and transhipment systems.

4.7.2 N O V E L T E C H N OL OG IE S
T R A NS P O RT C HAIN

F OR F R EI GH T M A N A GE M E N T I N A N I NT ER M ODA L

There are novel technologies in the industry used for management of freight in an intermodal transport
chain: e.g. handling administrative processes or for applications of Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) systems and Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS).
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The technologies used in an intermodal transport chain apply to the proposed terminal typologies,
where the emphasis is on the terminal handling and compared with direct road haulage.
The characterization of novel technologies is basing on their functionality for the management of a
transport chain.
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) is an essential enabling factor for coordination and consolidation.
Applications of ITS facilitate real-time decisions of control and fleet management strategies.
The main functions of advanced information systems for pickup and delivery operations are (Taniguchi
and van der Heijden, 2000):
•
•
•

Enable communication between control centre and drivers;
Provide real time information on the traffic conditions;
Store historical data of operations.

Information systems in supply chains span through both internal and external systems because firms
are relating to their customers and suppliers, as well as the fact that they employ different systems at
different locations.
Examples of such information systems within Supply Chain Management (SCM) are (Hamilton, 2003):
•
•
•
•
•

Decision support systems;
Communications systems;
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems;
Transaction and sales processing;
Management Information Systems.

Information systems designed more directly for the purposes of management of freight transport
services are:
•
•
•
•

Transport Management System (TMS);
Outbound Distribution Planning System (DPS);
Monitoring and Tracking and Tracing (T&T);
Fleet Management System (FMS).

The emphasis is on the information systems designed for the purposes of management of freight
transport services, exemplified by a couple of case studies.

4.7.3 C A S E S T U DY 1: R OAD -R AI L

T ERM IN ALS

In 2009, Coop, the second largest wholesaler of groceries and daily consumables in Sweden, made a
shift to intermodal transport from unimodal road.
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The shift was part of a major restructuring process of their distribution channels; where several
warehouses and distribution centres around the country were shut down or their activities reduced
and freight flows were concentrated to three central distribution centres, each one handling a separate
goods class: common goods (i.e. without need of cooling), refrigerated and frozen goods.
Thus, Coop created the foundation for the higher volume requirement of the train; connecting the
region of Skåne in the south of Sweden where the majority of their suppliers are located and also
where the large European import flows enter the country, with the greater Stockholm region where
their central distribution centres are located.
During the first 2-3 years the train service were going between two public intermodal terminals: one
in the south (in Helsingborg) and one in the inner city of Stockholm, Tomteboda, approximately 30 km
from their main distribution centre for common goods in Bro.
However, due to factors such as disturbance sensitivity, high cost for feeder transports, congestion in
inner city of Stockholm and damaged unit loads, in 2011 Coop made the choice of investing in their
private intermodal terminal adjacent to their distribution centre in Bro.
The public intermodal terminal in the south that is currently used is the intermodal terminal in Malmö,
as well as the intermediate stop is in public intermodal terminal of Alvesta for the southbound train.
It is due to imbalances between the north and southbound flow, with the latter being smaller due to
the fact that Stockholm region in the north, as many other metropolitan regions, has a high share of
consumption and rather lower production.
The contrary prevails for the Skåne region in south, where many of the Swedish producers and
suppliers of daily consumables and groceries are located.
Cost
Figure 31 presents the result from the output of the cost model ITCM, where activities processed for
transporting door-to-door a single unit load (semi-trailer) from the supplier to the retail shop.
Time and Distance
The distance and time consumption for door-to-door transport of a unit load, i.e. from the suppliers
to shops, are in Table 8 and Figure 25.
Energy consumption and CO2 emissions
Figure 33 includes the results.
Punctuality
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DOOR - TO - DOOR TRANSP ORT OF A UNIT LOAD IN CASE STUDY

T ABLE 8: DIS TANCE AND TIME CONSUMPTION FOR

TR ANSPORTING A UNIT LOAD IN CAS E S TUDY

F IGURE 25: D ISTANCE PR OPOR TIONS AND TIME SHARE FOR
STUDY

1
1

DOOR - TO - DOOR TRANSPOR T OF A UNIT LOAD IN CASE

1

The punctuality of the transport has greater effect on the performance of the intermodal transport
chain for the shipper than the magnitude of transportation time, as long as the latter is within an
acceptable range, moreover, it has an immense effect on the coordination activities and planning of
their operations.
Thus, the shipper keeps statistics on the cause and magnitude of delays and punctuality as illustrated
by Figure 34.
Frequency
Two train sets, one in each direction, five days/week (Monday-Friday) with road operations and
repositioning of unit loads on Saturday and Sunday.
Damages
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F IGURE 26: E NERGY CONSUMPTION AND CO2 EMISSION FOR

F IGURE 27: DELAY STATISTICS FOR

DOOR - TO - DOOR TRANSPORT OF A UNIT LOA D

CASE STUDY

1 IN 2013

During the initial two years, approximately 10% of the unit loads were not disposable on a daily basis
due to maintenance, repair and inspections.
Improper handling of the grapple arms of the reach-stackers causes most damages on the trailers.
Since the shipper made the choice of investing in their own intermodal terminal adjacent to their main
warehouse, these damages significantly reduced.
Moreover, two reach-stackers are active in the shippers owned terminal in Bro, of which one is
commonly on standby if any malfunction occurs to the primary one.

4.7.4 C A S E S T U DY 2: S EA -R A I L

T ER M I N A L

Cost, distance and time
Figure 28 shows the distribution of costs, distance and time.
The distance by road is very short and consists of positioning in the terminal, which is only 1% of the
distance, but account for 4% of the time and 7% of the cost.
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F IGURE 28: COST , DISTANCE AND TIME FOR DOOR - TO - DOOR TR ANSPORT OF A UNIT LOAD IN CASE S TUDY 2

Besides, the rail haulage stands for 61% of the cost and terminal handling for 32% of the cost.
Energy consumption and CO2 emissions
Energy consumption and CO2 emissions distribution is in Figure 29.

F IGURE 29: E NERGY CONSUMPTION AND CO2 EMISSION FOR DOOR - TO - DOOR TRANSPORT OF A UNIT LOAD IN
STUDY 2

CASE

Rail stands for the biggest part of the energy consumption (70%), road for 26% and transhipment for
4%.
However, as regard CO2 emissions, road has the biggest part with 62%, transhipment has 20% and rail
only 8%.
Nevertheless, the low emissions for rail depend on the electric traction and low-emitting electric
production in Sweden.
Frequency
Two train sets, one in each direction, five days/week (Monday-Friday)
The train with maximal train length configuration is currently full, therefore, would the rail operator
incorporate more shippers, they need to extend their operations either through more operating days
and higher frequency.
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Damages
They are a few and most of them derived from the maritime leg as the moisture penetrates the unit
loads.
Companies are ultimately only at a limited risk of loss and theft, which indicates that the risk is higher
in road transport.

4.7.5 C O M P A R I S O N

O F R E SU LT S

Figure 30 and 38 show a comparison of the absolute values as well as the distribution between rail,
road and transhipment for case studies 1 and 2.

F IGURE 30: C OMPILED RESULTS FR OM CAS E S TUDY 1, ABSOLUTE VALUES

F IGURE 31: C OMPILED RESULTS FR OM CAS E S TUDY 2, RELATIVE VALUES
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Case study 1 is a long distance rail transport of trailers and then a rather long distribution distance by
road; that means that both truck and rail efficiency is important while terminal handling is a smaller
part.
Case study 2 also has a long distance rail transport of containers, but then a very short distance
trucking at the terminal; therefore, the terminal handling is more important in this case, both for the
cost and the CO2-emissions.

5. Application of design methodology for terminals
innovative technologies and operational measures
This chapter summarises the main results of the work developed within Task 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 and
includes the following sub-chapters:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.1. Selection of future scenarios to be analysed;
5.2. Analysis of future scenarios for road-rail freight interchanges by analytical methods and
simulation models;
5.3. Preliminary results for Munich Riem terminal and feedback from operators;
5.4. Analysis of future scenarios for rail-rail marshalling yards by analytical methods and
simulation models;
5.5. Preliminary results for Hallsberg marshalling yard and feedback from operators;
5.6. Analysis of future scenarios for rail-sea port terminals by analytical methods and
simulation models;
5.7. Preliminary results for Valencia Principe Felipe maritime terminal and feedback from
operators.

5.1 S ELECTIO N

OF FUTUR E SC ENARIOS TO B E ANALYSED

Based on the innovative operational measures and technologies considered in section 4.5
combination of elements are made to obtain the scenarios on case studies to be analysed by means
of the selected methods and models, taking onto account a progressive temporal implementation of
some operational measures and technologies.
Therefore, each scenario represents a different temporal step of the application of these
innovations.
For Road-Rail and Sea-Rail intermodal terminals, both innovative operational measures and
technologies are included in scenarios.
For marshalling yards, innovative technologies only are included.
This elaboration produced, for each typology of terminal, the scenarios below.
Road-Rail terminal
Scenario 1:
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Innovative operational measures:
o
o
o
o
o

•
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Faster and fully direct handling,
Automatic ITU and vehicles control and data exchange,
No locomotive change,
Long train,
H24 working time;

Innovative technologies:
o
o
o
o

Automated fast transtainer,
Intermodal complex spreader,
Duo loco,
Automated gate.

Scenario 2:
•

Innovative operational measures:
o
o
o
o
o
o

•

Horizontal and parallel handling,
Faster and fully direct handling,
Automatic ITU and vehicles control and data exchange,
No locomotive change,
Long train,
H24 working time;

Innovative technologies:

o Automatic systems for horizontal parallel handling,
o Duo loco,
o Automated gate.
Rail-Rail terminal
Scenario 1:
•

Innovative technologies:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Automatic brakes on wagons,
Self-propelled wagons,
Automatic coupling and decoupling,
1500 m track operative length,
H24 working time,
Automated vehicle identification.

Scenario 2:
•

Innovative technologies:
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o Driverless locomotives,
o Automatic brakes on wagons,
o Duo propulsion locomotives,
o Automatic coupling and decoupling,
o 1500 m track operative length,
o H24 working time,
o Automated vehicle identification.
Sea-Rail terminal
Scenario 1:
•

Innovative operational measures:
o
o
o
o
o

Faster and fully direct handling,
Automatic ITU and vehicles control and data exchange,
No locomotive change,
Long train,
H24 working time;

•

Innovative technologies:
o Automated fast transtainer,
o Intermodal complex spreader,
o Duo loco,
o Automated gate.
Scenario 2:
•

Innovative operational measures:
o
o
o
o
o

•

Horizontal and parallel handling,
Automatic ITU and vehicles control and data exchange,
No locomotive change,
Long train,
H24 working time;

Innovative technologies:
o
o

Duo loco,
Automated gate.

5.2 A NALYSIS

OF FUTURE SCENARIOS FOR ROAD - RA IL FR EIGHT
INTERCH ANGES BY ANALYTICA L METHO DS AND SIM ULATION MODELS

The application of the selected analytical method and simulation model has provided the results
shown in the following histograms for the most reliable results of a selection of KPI.
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Each histogram presents a comparison between the state of the art and the scenarios proposed for
the case study:
•
•
•
•

Figure 39: total transit time of the ITU through the terminal calculated by the analytical
method;
Figure 40: total transit time of the vehicles (trucks and trains) through the terminal calculated
by the analytical method;
Figure 41: equipment performance [ITU/hour] handled by terminal portal gantry calculated by
the simulation model;
Figure 42: vehicles utilisation rate estimated by the simulation model;

F IGURE 32: ANAL YTI CAL METH OD APPLICATION FOR ITU TRANSIT TIME IN M UNICH R IEM FREIGHT INTERCHANGE
4
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F IGURE 41: SIMULATION MODEL APPLICATION FOR EQUIPMENT
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F IGURE 42: SIMULATION MODEL APPLICATION FOR VEHICLE U TILISATION RATE IN M UNICH R IEM FREIGHT
INTERCHANGE

5.3 P RELIMINARY

RESULTS FOR
FROM OPERATORS

M UNICH R I EM

TERMI NAL AND FE EDBACK

The implementation of new technologies and operational measures has allowed a general increase of
the key performance indicators and, consequently, an increase of the terminal performances.
In particular:
•
•
•

•

Relevant reduction of ITUs transit time in truck-train direction (28% in Scenario 1 and 60% in
Scenario 2);
Reduction of transit time in train-truck direction in Scenario 2: 57%;
Partially hidden negative effects (e.g. increased transit time of vehicles) of longer trains and
increased amount of handled ITUs emerging by simulation highlighting the generation of
queuing processes;
Huge increase of equipment performances: 411% in Scenario 1 and 647% in Scenario 2;
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Relevant increase of trucks utilization rate: 74% in Scenario 1 and 71% in Scenario 2.

The handling technology of the future has positive effects on the speed of terminal operations and
consequently on handling time per ITU.
Scenario 1 results better than scenario 2 in terms of operative time and number of ITUs handled;
moreover, respect to scenario 2, is easily implementable (few changes to the terminal layout).
Scenario 2 presents good results, but the technology of automatic and parallel horizontal handling
requires major structural changes in the terminal, though it makes it more simplified reducing land
occupancy.
The TTR in truck-train operations is high due to waiting times according to checks, registration and
booking procedures required before the process of a terminal order, today manually managed by
terminal staff because relevant data from the ILU and the truck not linked to technical useful
intelligence of the terminal.
The reduction of waiting times as a crucial part of the TTR is achievable by a higher degree of
automation.
The collection and documentation of data from the intermodal loading unit and the truck to confirm
technical acceptance and booking data is time consuming and prone to errors for each loading unit
and could lead to suboptimal line up of terminals orders.
Practical innovation should therefore concentrate on the reduction of manual data collection as well
as documentation and an increase of reliable electronic data transfer.
Due to the logical structure of the terminal entry area, the truck-checking zone could be completing
by an intelligent gate system.
Compared with the waiting time demand in the truck-checking zone also the arrival of a train lead to
a serious increase of waiting times and therefore TTR.
Because most terminals have main rail track on one side, shunting or changing of locomotives just for
changing the access position is unavoidable.
The terminal in Munich Riem and also a number of comparable sites, is also connected to the main line
in a way that trains can arrive using the speed of the electric locomotive to pass through the terminal
and to push back the train into the final position.
This method however only works, if loading tracks are available at full length and are not partly
occupied by parts of trains that are shorter than the track capacity.
Due to the high utilisation of the loading tracks and train delays over the day, it is not always possible
to keep tracks clear for this special train arrival procedure.
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Even after the arrival, usually shunting adjusts or exchanges wagon compositions to meet maintenance
and train safety requirements.
In the future perspective however the described train arrival procedure should be standard which is
valid to reduce waiting times and enable quicker loading/unloading operations.
It would be also necessary to establish a commercial model and a bundle of rules that deliver positive
effects to get quicker access and quicker departures in line with the slot booking in the terminal and
the near field train operations.
Taking into account that train composition, choice of loco engines and terminal infrastructure are
differentiated the use of hybrid locomotives would enable more flexibility to the railway undertaking
and would reduce the dependence on the availability of local shunting operators.
With this perspective in mind, the railway undertaking can influence a great part of operational waiting
time in the terminal due to access operations.
Based on standardised equipment of loading units and wagons a higher degree of automation in the
future would lead to lower waiting times.
The solution for train operations could be comparable to the truck gate.
As train information are already transferred via electronical interfaces to the terminal operator the
main time consume is caused by the manual allocation and validation of these electronic information
along the train.
Scenario 2 takes into account that intelligent gates would support this necessary process.

5.4 A NALYSIS

OF FUTURE SCENARIOS FOR RAIL - RAIL MARSHALLING YARDS
BY ANALYTICA L METHODS AN D SIM ULATION MODELS

The application of the selected analytical method and simulation model has provided the results
shown in the following histograms for the most reliable results of a selection of KPI.
Each histogram presents a comparison between the state of the art and the scenarios proposed for
the case study:
•
•
•
•

Figure 43: average wagon transit time through the terminal estimated by the simulation
model;
Figure 44: tracks utilisation rate estimated by the simulation model;
Figure 45: maximum flow through the yard [wagons/hour] calculated by the analytical
method;
Figure 46: average number of wagons in the yard estimated by the simulation model.
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F IGURE 43: SIMULATION MODEL APPLICATION FOR AVERAGE WAGON TR ANSIT TIME IN H ALLSBERG MARSHALLING
YARD

F IGURE 44: SIMULATION MODEL APPLICATION FOR TRACKS U TILISATION RATE IN H ALLSBERG MARSHALLING YARD

F IGURE 45: ANAL YTI CAL M ETH OD APPLICATION FOR MAXIMUM

FLOW THROUGH THE YARD IN

H ALLSBERG

MARSHALLING YARD
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F IGURE 46: SIMULATION MODEL APPLICATION FOR AVERAGE NUMBER OF WAG ONS IN THE H ALLSBERG M ARSHALLING
YARD

Moreover, it is necessary to remember three other KPIs:
•
•
•

Number of hump retarders decreases from 36 to 0 in scenarios 1 and 2;
Shunting locomotives automation rate is 100% in scenario 2.
Wagons automation rate is 100% in scenario 1.

5.5 P RELIMINARY

RESULTS FOR H AL LSBERG MA RSHA LL ING YAR D AND
FEEDBA CK FROM OP ERATOR S

Observing the histograms and the results of the additional indicators is possible to do some
considerations about the scenarios proposed.
In particular, there is a:
•
•
•
•
•
•

negligible reduction of wagon transit time: 1% in scenario 1 and 2% in scenario 2;
relevant increase of sidings utilisation rate: 48% in both scenarios;
relevant increase of flows through the yard: 25% in scenario 1 and 75% in scenario 2;
relevant increase of amount of wagons in the yard: 50% in scenario 1 and 48% in scenario 2;
significant reduction of number of incoming and outgoing trains: 16% in both scenarios;
reduced interruption time due to breakdowns thanks to retarders removal in both scenarios;

However, both scenarios require a re-planning of layout: longer tracks, shift or removal of the hump,
etc.
The configuration of the yard is in figure 47: the way is it connected to the main line has an impact on
how operations within the yard develop.
Trains handled at the terminal
Inbound trains from South or West:
•
•

Trains arrive at the hump yard’s arrival tracks;
Shunting is done over the hump, not into classification but towards terminal (shunting
activities on the hump must hold);
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Train’s shunting is backwards into the terminal.

F IGURE 47: H ALLSBERG MARSHALLIN G YARD

Outbound trains to South or West:
•
•

Trains are pulled out and moved to departure tracks;
Trains are leaving on tracks outside the yard.

Inbound from East:
•
•

Trains arrive at departure tracks;
Train’s shunting is backwards into the terminal.

Outbound to East:
•
•
•

Trains are pulled out and moved to departure tracks;
Trains are leaving on tracks outside the yard;
Track operational length: 1 x 550 m and 2 x 665 m.

Wagons handled through marshalling over the classification bowl
General operation:
•
•
•
•
•

Trains arrive at the departure tracks;
Wagons are pushed over the hump;
Wagons assemble at the classification tracks;
When a train is fully built it will be moved to departure tracks;
Some 20% of wagons reclassified over the hump (drawn more than one time over the hump,
due to track temporary not available, wagons in particular order, etc.).

A major challenge is planning of the capacity on a daily basis on the yard.
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The wagon flows and the trains differs a lot over time both in short and in longer term (over a timetable
period).
The operation of the yard is the key to efficiency and transparency.
When, as in history, the yard operator is the same as the main train operator there might be
competitive issues to deal with.
Another issue to highlight is that the development during recent years in Sweden indicates a stable
decline in SWL volumes to an all-time-low volume in 2015; this decline shows no sign of stopping.
Although SWL still accounts for a large part of the overall railway volumes, an IM must take this decline
in SWL volumes into consideration when planning for future development and configuration of
marshalling yards.
The graph in figure 48 visualises the development of freight transports on rail in Sweden [billions of t
x km] during the last decades and the predicted development until 2050, from top to bottom: Ore
traffic, combined traffic, system trains and SWL.

F IGURE 48: DEVEL OPMEN T OF RAI L FREIGH T TRANSPOR T IN S WEDEN

To increase utility of the yard, a future development of the yard could be a Multimodal Marshalling
yard (MMM).
When introducing this concept, which would offer multifunction of the classification tracks, i.e. the
classification tracks would be accessible not only via the hump but also accessible via other
parts/sections of the yard area.
Thus, a future Hallsberg MMM would need a different configuration in order to achieve the highest
possible efficiency.
If the freight pattern continues to develop as indicated above, changed configuration would be an
issue to consider.
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5.6 A NALYSIS

OF FUTURE SCENARIOS FOR RAIL - SEA PORT TERMINAL S BY
ANALYTICA L METHODS AND SI MUL ATION MODEL S

The application of the selected analytical method and simulation model provided the results shown
in the following histograms for the most reliable results of a selection of KPI.
Each histogram presents a comparison between the state of the art and the scenarios proposed for
the case study:
•
•
•

TTR [h]

•

Figure 49: average total transit time of ITU through the terminal calculated by the analytical
method;
Figure 50: average total transit time of vehicles (ships and trains) through the terminal
calculated by the analytical method;
Figure 51: equipment performance [ITU/hour] handled by terminal portal gantry estimated by
the simulation model;
Figure 52: vehicles utilisation rate estimated by the simulation model.
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FIGURE 49: ANALYTICAL METHOD APPLICATION FOR ITU TRANSIT TIME IN VALENCIA PRINCIPE FELIPE
TERMINAL
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FIGURE 50: ANALYTICAL METHOD APPLICATION FOR VEHICLES TRANSIT TIME IN VALENCIA PRINCIPE
FELIPE TERMINAL
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FIGURE 50: SIMULATION MODEL APPLICATION FOR EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE IN VALENCIA
PRINCIPE FELIPE TERMINAL
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FIGURE 51: SIMULATION MODEL APPLICATION FOR VEHICLE UTILISATION IN VALENCIA PRINCIPE
FELIPE TERMINAL

5.7 P RELIMINARY

RESULTS FOR V ALENCIA P R INCIPE
TERMINAL AND FE EDBACK FR OM OPERA T ORS

F ELIP E

MARITIM E

By analysing the results of analytical method and simulation model obtained by using the common
standards and the future technologies and operational measures considered in Scenarios 1 and 2, it
is possible to derive the following highlights for the Principe Felipe Terminal:
•
•
•

Not negligible reductions of ITUs transit time in train-ship direction: 10% in Scenario 1 and 5%
in Scenario 2;
More important reductions of ITUs transit time in ship-train direction: 31% in Scenario 1and
25% in Scenario 2;
Relevant reductions of vehicles transit time:
o
o
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33% in Scenario 1 and 44% in Scenario 2 for ships,
50% in Scenario 1 and 80% in Scenario 2for trains;
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Huge increase of maximum equipment performances: 78% in Scenario 1 (by RTG) and 246% in
Scenario 2 (by horizontal handling);
Important increase of ships utilisation rate: 32% in both scenarios;
Less relevant decrease of train utilisation rate: 13% in Scenario 1 and 16% in Scenario 2;
Scenario 1 more easily implementable: less infrastructural adjustments required.

The models and simulations developed within C4R are interesting for the Port Authority and the
operators because they allow analysing the capacity and potential of the port-rail infrastructures
attending to different parameters such as layouts, working hours, equipment, etc.
These models require now further tuning and it would be useful to have a user-friendly tool so that
any user can develop different kind of analysis playing with different parameters.
The next step would be also to integrate the different isolated models (shunting terminal, sea-rail
terminal, etc.) into a system so that the whole port-rail infrastructure (integrating different shunting
and loading/unloading terminals) can be analysed as a more complex port-rail system.
The models and simulations proposed could be also useful for the design of the railway infrastructures
of the future extension of the port where two new container terminals will double the current capacity.

6. Conclusions and future developments
The activities carried out in relation to the design of the rail freight terminal of the future,
demonstrated that the following objectives set out at the beginning of this deliverable are achievable:
•

Definition of target terminals’ performances;

•

Definition of case studies for selected terminal typologies;

•

Selection of suitable methods to analyse these terminals;

•

Collection of input data on selected case studies:
o Rail-Road: München Riem (Germany) intermodal freight terminal,
o Rail-Rail: Hallsberg (Sweden) marshalling yard,
o Rail-Sea: Valencia (Spain) maritime freight terminal;

•

Identification of Key Performance Indicators (KPI) by terminal typology;

•

Identification of potential future scenarios by terminal typology;

• Pilot application of methods to test them on case studies.
The research specifically targeted the contributions of terminals to rail freight systems in 2030 and
2050.
The activities completed to date, achieving a set of results concerning typical terminals operation in
the present situation and in selected future scenarios needs completion concerning the following
aspects:
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•

Identification of further case studies (e.g. smaller road-rail terminals, liner traffic terminals,
multimodal marshalling stations, more integrated rail-maritime terminals) capable to cover a
larger variety of operational contexts and to further validate the methodological framework;

•

Identification of additional scenarios focusing on case studies typical features as a result of
consistency assessment among scenarios and achieved results;

•

Integration of terminals analysis with logistic chain viewpoints;

•

Introduction of economic aspects: to quantify the effects of scenarios on operational costs and
to depict business cases and cost-benefit analyses for the most promising scenarios.
These activities will be the subject of the remaining Tasks 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 and will find adequate
description in the Deliverable 2.3.2.
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